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2Summary
Our main aim in this work is to study explicit examples of shock waves for Burgers’ 
equation and the corresponding level surfaces for the heat equation. This thesis is in 
two parts:
In Part I (Chapters 1 and 2 ) we introduce many of the concepts required for our 
study. Particularly we give a brief introduction to the heat equation, hydrodynamics 
and the underlying dynamical theory. Towards the end of Chapter 1 we discuss the 
stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi theory and begin formulating the notion of caustics and 
wavefronts in both the classical and stochastic cases. Chapter 2 contains an account 
of the results presented in [1] and [2 ] in which the exact Greens functions are calcu­
lated for the zero, linear and harmonic oscillator potentials, for both the classical and 
stochastic cases. We employ these results in the derivation of exact formulae for the 
corresponding caustics and wavefronts.
In Part II (Chapters 3 and 4) the results obtained from Chapter 2 are applied for 
several explicit chosen examples. We consider the initial conditions tha t lead us to 
the Thom catastrophes of the Cusp and the Butterfly, see [3], and their corresponding 
wavefronts, the Tricorn and Fish. Some time is taken to consider the meeting points of 
the caustics and wavefronts and the connection with meeting points of the pre-curves. 
In several instances we provide conditions for the existence of the pre-wavefronts with 
respect to the time. A large portion of the work in these chapters relied heavily on 
Mathematica and required an enhanced understanding of the handling of graphics 
within the package. In examples where we have been unable to calculate the wave­
fronts directly we have developed numerical methods within Mathematica to provide 
graphical images of them.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 The H eat Equation
The heat equation, also known as the diffusion equation, is a mathematical model for 
the flow of heat through a medium such as a volume of fluid, a gaseous nebula, or 
a solid object. We shall be considering the heat equation as the following parabolic 
partial differential equation
du p? . 1 T, / v /- ,v
a = T Au  +  ^ (£ )“ ’ (L1)
where u = u(x,  t ) represents the temperature at the point x  E  K3 at time t > 0. The 
function V  (x) : R3 —> R is the scalar potential at the point x, which represents some 
form of heat generation or loss at the point x. Here p  is a parameter whose physical 
significance we shall make clear later. We shall now consider a physical derivation of 
the heat equation in 3 dimensions.
Consider a fixed volume V of a medium bounded by a closed surface S,  then assuming 
that there is no radiative or convective heat transfer, we can make the following 
argument for the behaviour of heat in our volume:
rate of increase of heat in V =  rate of conduction into V through S  (1 .2 )
+  rate of heat generation within V.
Now, the rate of increase of heat in V is given by
//£> ■
where p = p(x,  t ) is the density of the medium at the point x  at time t, and k is the 
specific internal energy1 of the volume V. The specific heat capacity2 of the medium
1The energy per unit volume.
2The heat required to produce a unit temperature rise of a unit mass.
7
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is given by
r  -  —
du
where u = u(x ,  t) is the temperature of x  at time t. This then gives the rate of 
increase of heat in V as
X f t  ’
where we are considering the products of partial derivatives in the sense of thermo­
dynamics.
Now, for a surface S  with unit normal n, the rate at which heat is conducted across 
the surface S  per unit area, in the direction of n  is given by
q = —KNJu.n,
where K  is the thermal conductivity3 and q is the flux of heat in the direction of n. 
Therefore, the rate of heat conduction is given by
-  f  q d S =  f  JCVu.n dS ,
Js Js
and, by Stokes’ theorem, or the divergence theorem if preferred, this gives the rate of 
heat conduction into V through S  as
f  V.(/CVu) 
Jv
dV.
Finally, assuming that the heat generation within the body is occurring at a rate Q 
per unit volume, we have the rate of heat generation within V given by
f  Q dV.
Jv
Then equation (1.2), which governs heat transfer in our medium, can now be formu­
lated mathematically as
f  d V =  [  V. (ICVu) dV +  [ Q d V ,
Jv v t  Jv Jv
i.e.
'v
Hence, since V is any fixed volume, we have
pC^  -  V. (/CVu) - q \  dV = 0. (1.3)
Dll
pC—  = V.(K.Vu) + Q,
3The rate of flow of heat per unit area per unit temperature gradient.
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and for a constant K  we have
pC~Q^  — /CA u +  Q. (1.4)
This is then our heat equation, but we shall deal with this in the form of the parabolic 
differential equation (1.1). In the study of the partial differential equations we often 
transform more sophisticated equations into the form of a heat equation so that we 
may find a solution. Details of how this is done may be found in [4], but we discuss 
next how the fundamental partial differential equation of quantum mechanics can be 
formally transformed into the heat equation.
1.1.1 The Schrodinger Equation
In quantum mechanics we examine the behaviour of the energy of a particle with the 
Schrodinger equation:
where ip : R 3 x [0, oo) —> C is the wave function that describes the motion of our 
particle of unit mass with position vector x  a t time t , with V  : R3 —> C being a 
potential energy function, and h = A  for Planck’s constant h.
This is easily reducible to our heat equation (1.1) by using the transformation of 
r  = it which gives t (r) =  — ir  and
Dividing through by h , letting fi2 = h and ip (x , t ( r ) )  = u (x,r) ,  then setting r  —> t 
gives us the heat equation (1 .1 ),
(1.5)
This then gives equation (1.5) as
(x, t (r)) =  y  A ip (x, t (t )) — V  (x) ip (x, t ( r ) ) .
This is very useful as it allows us to use the Green functions for the Schrodinger 
equation, obtained for certain specific potentials V  (x) in [1, 5, 2 ], to be transformed 
into results that we can use for the heat equation.
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1.2 H ydro-dynam ics
The primary purpose of the science of hydro-dynamics is to study the motion of 
fluids, the cause of the motion, and the effects which the motion produces. Using 
the Eulerian flow representation of a fluid, one selects a point of space x  occupied 
by the fluid and observations are made of the changes in the so-called observables 
such as velocity, density, temperature, etc, at x. This is essentially a field approach 
and the most important observable in the Eulerian representation is the velocity field 
v =  v (x, t). For a more thorough grounding in Hydro-dynamics, I would suggest 
Wilson [6 ].
1.2.1 The Convected Derivative
If we consider /  =  f  (x, t)  as being the Eulerian representation of some physical 
observable, either vector or scalar, associated with the element at position x  at time 
t, then the time rate of change of /  (x , t ) is given by,
limst-> o
where V is the gradient differential operator with respect to a Cartesian coordinate 
system. This is the time derivative as measured by an observer moving with the fluid 
and is defined as the convected derivative of /  Qr, £), written as
g  =  g  +  fe .V )/. (1.6)
Note tha t if /  (x, t ) is a scalar quantity, then the right hand side is a true scalar, but 
if /  (•£> t) is a vector quantity then (T.V) /  is not a true vector. In general, (v.V) f  
should be interpreted as a Cartesian operator with respect to the coordinate directions 
i, j  and k.
It is often necessary to write down equations of motion for the element in position x
at time t and in doing so we require the Eulerian representation of acceleration, as
. . Dv dv , ^
Ql f e  t) = —  = —  +  (v.V) V.  (1.7)
Now using the vector identity of
V (A B ) =  A  x (V A B )  + B  x (VA A) + (A.V) B  + (B.V)  A, 
where VA is the curl differential operator, and writing A = B  — u, we obtain
(u.V )v = ^V u2 — v x (VA*,) .  (1.8)
/  (x +  t + 6t) — f  (x, t ) 
fit
= f + f e . v ) / ,
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Hence then, in true vector form, we have the Eulerian representation of acceleration 
of an element in position x  at time t, given by
Ql (x, t)  — — v x (V A v ) . (1.9)ot 2 ~ ~
The important rule here is tha t when working in a Cartesian coordinate framework, 
as we shall be throughout this text, it is easier to use (1.7), and when working in some 
curvilinear coordinate system we must use (1.9), or if possible, we could translate to 
a Cartesian system.
1.2.2 Burgers Equation
Consider a hydro-dynamical equation of motion, with the Eulerian representation of 
flow, of an element at position x  at time t , that is
y y  = sum of forces, (1 -1 0 )J-S L
2
where we consider the element to be under the action of a restoring force whose 
purpose is to smooth out the motion, fi2 being the coefficient of viscosity. Assume 
that there also exists a scalar potential of the form V  (x) such tha t the force acting is 
due to this potential (i.e. gravity, harmonic oscillator, etc) given by —W  (x) . Thus, 
this gives an equation of motion as
^ =  = ^ A v - V V ( x ) ,  (1.11)
which gives us the Burgers equation,
dv LL2+  (v .V) v = ? -N v  -  W  (x) . (1.12)
ot 2 ~
As we shall see, the Burgers equation can be explicitly solved and we are primarily
interested in the case of vanishing viscosity, i.e. where fi —> 0. In this case the solution
can develop shock waves, depending on the initial conditions. The particle dynamics 
then correspond to a situation where, if two volumes of fluid collide, they merely 
pass through each other conserving mass and momentum. A good description of the 
effects of the restoring force in Burgers’ equation may be found in [2 ].
1.2.3 Hopf-Cole Transformation
There is a nice link between the Burgers equation and the heat equation which was 
first documented by Hopf in [7] and Cole in [8 ]. If we consider the heat equation (1.1) 
with a scalar potential V  (x), namely
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then the so-called Hopf-Cole transformation
v = - li2V  lnu  = - — Vu,  (1.13)
u
will give us the Burgers’ equation (1.12)
|=  +  (u.V) v = ^ - A v  -  V V  (x ). 
at  2
This can be proved in R n but the method is rather clumsy due to the complications 
involved with the term (u.V)u. The proof in R n is not very informative, so here I 
present a proof in one dimension only and refer the reader to Appendix A .l for the 
R n approach. Note that the positivity of the solution to the heat equation, i.e. that 
u (x, t ) > 0, is guaranteed by considering u (x, t) in its Feynman-Kac representation.
Theorem 1.2.1.
Consider the heat equation in one dimension with a potential V  (x),
du p2 d2u V  , .
Sn(x )
where u = u(x ,  t ) with initial condition u (x, 0) =  e ^  . Then the Hopf-Cole trans­
formation for v = v (x,t),
2 d  !v = -p,  —  m u,
satisfies the Burgers equation in one dimension
dv li2
- ^  + { v . V ) v = ^ A v - V V ,  (1.15)
with initial condition v (:r,0 ) =  V5o (a;).
Proof
The Hopf-Cole transformation simplifies a little here to  become
2 d p 2 du . .
’  =  - ^ h ,  =  “ t e '  (L16)
and looking at the first derivative of v with respect to time t we have, by applying 
the Hopf-Cole transformation (1.16),
dv v du fi2 d2u . *
dt u d t  u dtdx
Now looking at the first derivative of v with respect to position x  we have
dv v2 p? d2u
dx p2 u dx2’
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but from our heat equation (1.14), we have
dv v2 2  du  2  ,11D.
u a t +  p 5  ^ ^
On taking the second derivative of v with respect to position x, we obtain
d2v _  2 dv 2  f  v du fi2 d2u \  2  <9!^
<9a;2 fj?Vdx  /x2 \  u dt u d x d t )  ^  n2 dx  '
Now, assuming that we have a nice continuous solution u = u (x, t) to the heat
equation (1.14), we can assume tha t the second derivatives are also continuous such 
that
d2u d2u
This then lets us use the result for equation (1.17), to obtain
dtdx d x d t '
dv 
dt
d2v _  2  dv 2 dv 2 d V  , .
dx2 fj?Vdx ~^/j,2 d t ^ n 2 dx
This is just the Burgers’ equation in one dimension with a potential V  (x), i.e.
dv dv _  /j,2 d2v d V
dt V dx  2  d x2 dx
□
1.3 A nalytical D ynam ics
In the study of classical mechanics, one often begins with an understanding of New­
ton’s laws of motion and studies several dynamical systems. Such a process involves 
constructing, and solving, a system of ordinary differential equations, the Newtonian 
equations of motion, obtained by examining the forces acting upon a particle. This 
can be quite difficult to solve, so Lagrange has showed us a way of approaching dy­
namical systems tha t involves constructing a system of ordinary differential equations 
from a knowledge of the kinetic and potential energies of the system.
This is then the beginning of analytical dynamics, whose purpose is to give a proced­
ure to solve all traditional problems of classical mechanics, leading to a geometrical 
approach of classical mechanics and a connection with quantum mechanics.
1.3.1 Lagrangian Mechanics
In Lagrangian mechanics, the important variables are the n independent generalised 
co-ordinates qa = qa (t), whose specification at time t uniquely fixes the configuration
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of a dynamical system. The space of all possible values of the generalised co-ordinates 
is called the configuration space, and the position of a particle in a dynamical system 
may be defined by
L = r ( q , t ) , for q = {qu q2, ■ • • , qn) •
The rate of change of r with respect to time £, given by
dr _  dq0 dr dr
dt dt dqa dt  ’
leads to some interesting results, namely:-
dr drCancellation of the Dot 7—  =  - — ,
UQcr (JQa
_ . . d ( d r \  d f  drCommutativity = _ { _ = .
where we use the convention tha t a repeated Greek index represents a summation.
If we consider a particle of mass m  with position vector r in a conservative dynamical 
system where it is subject to a force — VV' (r), then we have kinetic energy given by
T ( ? .9 ) = = | r 2,
and the so-called Lagrangian £ , the fundamental object of the dynamical system, is 
given by
C(q,q) = T ( q , q ) - V ( q ) .  (1 .2 0 )
We have the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion as
!  ( £ ) - £ - “■ " !11
The solution for q of these n coupled ordinary differential equations, is the solution 
of our dynamical system. It can also be shown tha t the Euler-Lagrange equations 
(1 .2 1 ) are invariant under the set of point transformations Q = Q (q , t ) if the inverse 
transformation q = q (Q, t ) exists. This is im portant when it comes to finding integral 
solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations.
Here there is an important connection with the action principle. For a fixed time 
t, the classical mechanical path q(s)  with s € [0 , t\ and fixed end points q (0 ) =  a , 
q(t) = has a classical action defined by
A[q]= [  C (q (s) , q (s)) ds. (1 .2 2 )
Jo
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Then for u G C 1 with u (0) =  u (t ) =  0 and some regularity conditions, we have
d . i f* \dC d ( d £ \ l  . N M ooX
*  19 +  £U] £= 0  =  Jo “  *  V 9 4 )  J “ (S) ( }
Thus the classical mechanical path q extremizes the classical action. This principle 
is sometimes called (erroneously) the principle of least action. Historically it was the 
origin of the calculus of variations.
1.3.2 Hamiltonian Mechanics
The Lagrange formulation gives a configuration space description of the time evol­
ution of a dynamical system, i.e. a q space description. The Lagrangian equations 
are second order in time differentials. The main variables considered in Lagrangian 
mechanics are the generalised co-ordinates qa and their rates of change with respect 
to time, qa.
Hamiltonian mechanics takes this a step further by extending to the so-called phase 
space description, where the main variables are the generalised co-ordinates qa and 
the conjugate momentum pa , given by
dC
Pa  =  •
dqa
The Hamilton equations turn  out to be 2n  first order differential equations in time t. 
For a conservative system with a Lagrangian £ , the Hamiltonian H  is given by
H  = paq<7- C ( q , q , t ) ,  (1.24)
and we think of q = q(q,p, t)  such tha t H  = H  (q,p,t).  Then the Euler-Lagrange 
equations of motion can be transformed into the Hamilton equations of motion, 
namely
. OH . d H  d H  dC
q° = W , '  p" =  ~9qo'  ^  «■ =  “ « •  (1'25)
Just as Lagrange’s equations have a corresponding variational principle, Hamilton’s 
equations have a variational principle for paths in phase space, namely defining the 
phase-space action for the path (q(s) ,p(s))  for some s G [0,t\ by
M q >p ] =  f  ( p a ~ds ~  H(?,p)) d s ’
Then for £ (t) = £ (0) =  0 where £, rj G C 1, we have
^ A [ q  + e ^ p  + er)} M f  dpa 8 H \ .  \ , ( dqa d H \  1=0 =  / o ds.
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Hence the solution of Hamilton’s equations extremizes the phase-space action. This 
gives an important way of characterising the solutions of Hamilton’s equations. Since 
the Euler-Lagrange equations (1.21) and Hamilton equations (1.25) are equivalent, 
we call the class of transformations tha t leave the Hamilton equations invariant, 
the contact transformations. Obviously, all the point transformations that leave the 
Lagrange equations invariant are contact transformations, but clearly the reverse is 
not always true. For example, if we take P  = —q and Q = p then this preserves 
Hamilton’s equations, but is not a point transformation.
1.3.3 The Hamilton-Jacobi Theory
Suppose that (q,p) are the set of generalised co-ordinates and their conjugate mo­
mentum variables for which we have the Hamilton equations of motion. Now consider
the contact transformation of co-ordinates Qa =  Qa (q, p, t ) and Pa =  Pa (q, p, t) such 
tha t we have Hamilton equations in the new variables
a  _  d u  h m
Q° ~  dQ„' P° ~  dQ0 ' ( 6)
for a new Hamiltonian 7i (Q, P, t). Since the new Hamilton equations of motion must 
be invariant for the new co-ordinates (Q, P), we have, from Hamilton’s variational 
principle, the equation
Pcrdq# — Hdt = PadQa — Tidt +  dS, (1-27)
where S  is the generating function of the contact transformation. If we choose a 
S  = S  (q,Q,t)  then it obviously satisfies
d S = ^ - ^  + ^ -  dQa + ? §  dt. (1.28)
9q(j  9Qcr dt
For equation (1.27) to be satisfied, we must have
„ - M .  p  « =
P° d q ,' ’  dQa ' d f
By being more restrictive, we shall consider a generating function S  reducing TL to 
zero so that we have
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and we also have
G ' - d Q . - 0'
dHp  —    — oJ cr U,
9Q<7
such that P  and Q are constant. S  is the generating function of a continuous unfolding 
of infinitesimal contact transformations, reducing the Hamiltonian instantaneously to 
zero. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation of motion can thus be computed as
i.e.
d  <7
—  + H ( q , V S ( q ) , t )  = 0,
i | V S |2 +  ^ )  +  f  = 0 .
(1.29)
(1.30)
The Hamilton-Jacobi equation (1.30) plays an important part in the connection 
between classical and quantum mechanics. We shall now show an alternate descrip­
tion of obtaining the Hamiltonian-Jacobi equations of motion which we have learned 
from [9]. Consider the Hamilton characteristic function defined as
S(q , t )  = f  C{q{s) ,q(s)  ,s) ds,
Jo
where q (s) is the unique classical mechanical path at time s G [0 , t] with end points 
q (0) =  qo and q (t ) =  q. Begin by taking some fixed momentum P =  fjj at time 
t = 0  and continuing along the classical mechanical path q (s) until time t  such that 
in (s, q,p) space we move from ^0, qo,p=  § 0  to ( t ,q ,p  = Now consider an
infinitesimal displacement in time A t giving rise to an infinitesimal change in the 
generalised coordinates of Aq, then we arrive at the point ( t  +  At,  q -I- Aq,p = ,
see Figure 1.1. By considering the line integral of C {q,q, s) around the closed curve 
7  in (s,q ,p ) space, as depicted in Figure 1.1, we have
(I  C (q, q, s) ds = (p (pq — H) ds = (p (p dq — H  ds).
J~f
Now in our coordinate system (s, q,p), we have
V A { -H ,p ,  0) =
d_ d_ d_
ds dq dp
- H V 0
_ d H  dH_ 
~  1 ’ dp ’ dq
but by the Hamilton equations, we have
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E =  Twisted ribbon of classical mechanical paths
—S  (q +  Aq, t +  At)
( t  + A t ,q  + A q , p = ^ j
Figure 1 .1 : Phase Space Diagram
and since (l ,g,p) is perpendicular to g?E, the unit normal of the surface E, we have, 
by Stoke’s Theorem,
(p dq — H  ds) — 0.I
On the vertical section of the path 7 , i.e. the section from (0,<7o>p) to (0,<7o,p), we 
have dq = 0 and ds =  0 , which gives the integral around the path 7  as
S(q  + Aq, t +  At)  -  S  (q, t) = pAq -  H A t  =  ^  A# +  At,
since o n ah
S  (q, t ) -t- "dqA  ^  ~dt^^ ~  ^  ^  A?> t “I- At) =  0.
This yields the Hamilton-Jacobi equations,
- = P aad _  =
5  is called the Hamilton principal (characteristic) function of the path q. We show 
next how this links with our previous approach to the heat equation, Burgers equation 
and the Hopf-Cole transformation.
1.3.4 A Unified Approach Including Viscosity
If we consider the Hamilton Jacobi equations for a particle of unit mass moving under 
a potential of the form V  (x) together with a viscosity term —^ A S ,  then we have 
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation with viscosity p? as
§  +  I |V S |’ +  V =  £ a S, (1.31)
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where for a detailed analysis we direct the reader to [10]. We want to look at an
_  s
analogue of the Hopf-Cole transformation. By letting u = e ^  we can show tha t the 
above satisfies the heat equation (1 .1 ), namely
du  /z2 1 .
a t = T A“ V  ($ )“ '
Furthermore, if we now look at the transformation v =  V S  then we obtain the Burgers 
equation (1.12) with a scalar potential V  (x), namely
dv u2
|=  +  (u. V) v =  f j A v  -  V V  (x) . (1.32)
We can see that our study of heat and Burgers equations essentially reduces to a study 
of the Hamilton-Jacobi equations with viscosity. Similar results to this are well known 
in quantum mechanics under the name of the Madelung fluid, if one uses the formal 
correspondence between the heat and Schrodinger equation indicated previously.
1.4 Classical Laplace Expansions
Later we shall be looking at integral solutions of the heat equation of the form
1  f  4>(x,xp,t)
U ^  =  P h T H  Jr T° ^  6 dx°’
where we have a convergence factor T0 (xo) and phase function 4> (x, Xq, t). We see that 
in order to compute the integral, we must use the classical Laplace method for one 
dimensional integrals, see [11]. The following encapsulates the spirit of the Laplace 
result.
Theorem 1.4.1 (Laplace’s Asym ptotic M ethod).
Consider the integral
I  (A) =  [  T { x ) e ~ x m dx, 
J a
where T( x )  G Cq° has support [a,b\, and we assume that 4>{x) € C 2 attains a min­
imum at the point xq G (a , h) such that 4>" (a;o) >  0. Then in the limiting case as 
X —► oo we have
f c
/ ( A)eA*(lo)v/A -► T ( x 0) /
J OO
e- W i x o) dy
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Proof.
We merely change the integration variables by setting
Ux  = x0 +  
v  A
Then the integral becomes
» \ / A ( 6 — X q )
'VX(a-xo)
therefore, we have
r » \/A (6 - x o )
\ / A ( a - x o )
Now we observe that, according to Taylors theorem, we have
I  (A) =  X0> T  ( xq + -y=) e~V*°+ik)
J y / \ ( a —x o  V V A /  y A
r
I  (A) X0) t ( xo +  - 7 = ) e_A W xo+^ ) “^(a!o)] dy.
J V —x n  V  v  A /
* (X° + 7*) "  ^(:"0) + (X0) + (*° + v l)  ’
for 0 < 6 < 1. Then, since 4> attains a minimum at a?o, we have 
-A y \ „ ( r  -L. ^
Therefore, we have 
I (A )e^°> V X  =  +  dy,
J \ f \ ( a —xo) V  v  A /
where <f>" (xo +  > 0 for sufficiently large A. By the dominated convergence
theorem, the result follows. □
It is important to remember tha t the classical asymptotic Laplace expansion is dom­
inated by the quadratic terms in the exponential and higher order terms are of little 
importance here.
1.5 W avefronts and Caustics
We are interested in the wavefronts of the heat equation (1.1) and the caustics of 
the Burgers equation (1.12) tha t appear in the limiting case of vanishing viscosity 
/i2 —> 0. Consider a general heat equation of the form
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S n ( )
with initial condition uq (•) =  T0 (•) e T 3" where To is a convergence factor in the 
integral below. Let V  = 0, then this has a solution of the form4
1 r 0(a.£Q.t)
U t) = ---------- 3 - / To (xq) e & dx0 dy0 dz0,
(27tji H ) 3 J r 3
where we have a phase function defined in the zero potential case as
0 f e £ o ,t) = ^  + 5 0 (go).
The corresponding solution of the Burgers’ equation is given by 
v{%,t) = —fi2'V \nu(x , t )
=  - f j r V  In /  To (xq) e ^  dx0 dy0 dz0.
J  R3
Eventually we will be have to set To Qeq) = 1 since we have the initial condition of 
the solution of the Burgers’ equation as
UMf e o , 0 )  =  —^ 2V l n w M ( x q , 0 )
=  V 50 (xq) -  /i2 V In T0 (®q) ,
where we are primarily interested in the case as fi2 —► 0. In this limiting case we 
must use the Laplace method for classical Laplace expansions to evaluate the integral 
solution of the heat equation, we have
I  ( g— >^0>*) \
U (x, t) = ---------- 3 - /  To (So) -----—----  dxo dy0 dz0,
(27rfi2t)* */k3 \  M  J
for
M  = max
XqGR3
We have to find the main contribution to this integral bearing in mind that jp —*■ oo. 
This is equivalent to finding
<i> f e  i o ,  t) =  m in  </> ( z ,  X q , t ) ,Xq Ellv
for the minimum being achieved at the point, or set of points, Xq. This clearly occurs 
at the points Xq satisfying
V ^ f e x o ,* )  =  0 , 
which defines our classical mechanical flow, denoted by (xq).
4In Chapter 2 we calculate exactly such solutions for several cases.
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Now look at the derivatives of 0 (x, Xg,  t ) with respect to x and t, we have
/ (x ~  ^n) „  (x — Xn)
and
d(f>
dt £2 • ' ±o
which satisfies the Hamilton Jacobi equation
t
(x - X q) j^dxjp _  (x -  XqY
dt 2 12
However this is just
%  + \ \  v ^ i 2 =  °-
S  (x, t) = min (f> (x, Xn, t ) , 
2oGR3
which is the Hamilton characteristic function corresponding to the initial momentum 
V5o (xq), i.e. the solution of the Hamilton Jacobi equation
with initial condition S  (x , 0) =  So (x) and for the case of fi2 —> 0 and V  (x) =  0. The 
wavefronts of the heat equation can be defined as the points that lie on the surface 
S  (•£> t) = 0  where u (x, t) switches from being exponentially large to exponentially 
small.5 We can find the pre-wavefronts by eliminating the x terms in the expression 
S  {x>t) = 0, and the wavefronts by eliminating Xg.  N o w , if we expand 0 ( x , X g , t )  
about Xq  ^x_q by Taylor’s theorem, then we have
rp d(f)
( / > ( x , X o , t )  =  0 ( x , X o , i )  +  ( x o - X o ) dxo
(XjQ -  io )T d2(p+ dxg ( Xg  -  X q ) +  O  (io) >
where is the Hessian matrix of second order derivatives. But, recall tha t we have
already demanded that
d<t>
9%o
=  W L  =  0 ,
so the leading behaviour of the solution of the heat equation must be of the form
u (x, t) = e
(27TfPt)2 J r 3L
(xq- xq)T d24 
2#*^ dxi (Xq Xq)zo dx o dy0 dzQ.
5Recent work by Davies, Truman and Zhao, see [12], has required a more precise definition of a 
wavefront, but for the purpose of this work it is sufficient to use our definition.
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r\ 2 i
Clearly then, this will become infinite when one of the eigenvalues of ^  becomes 
zero, i.e. when
d 2(f)
Det =  0 ,
for Xq = Xjq (x, t) and where we must emphasize that is a m atrix of second order 
derivatives with respect to the components of Xq. Then the caustics of the heat 
equation can be defined as the points where this occurs, and we would eliminate the 
Xjq terms to get the caustic and the x  terms to get the pre-caustic.
1.5.1 Other Cases
We can show that in the case of a general potential V  = V  (x) we have similar results 
for the wavefronts of the heat equation
du fi2 V  (x)
at =  T Au + ^ u’
S n ( )
with initial condition Uo (•) =  To (•) e , and caustics of the Burgers’ equation
dv u2
—  +  (v. V) v = —  A v  -  W  (x) ,
with initial condition
3i (*, 0) =  VSo (■) _  ft2V l n r 0 (•).
We can assume tha t the heat equation has a solution of the form
u {x,t) = ------— 3- [  T0 (xq) dxo dy0 dz0,
(2717P t )1 J R3
where we have a phase function of the form
0 (x, x ^ t )  = A  \x, XQ,t] +  So (sq) ,
and A [x,g^,t\ is the classical action of a classical mechanical path starting from x$
and getting to x  in time t , i.e.
A[£>X (0 )>t]=  mf ( i  [ x 2 d s - j ‘v ( X ( s ) ) d s \ .
X(t)=x
We shall see later, in Chapter 2, that for the case of a linear potential, where V  (x) =
—K x , we obtain a phase function of the form
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and for the case of a harmonic oscillator potential, where V  (x ) =  we have
phase function
( f ) {x ,X0 , t )  = (1.35)
1.6 A dding N oise
In the previous sections we discussed the relationships between the heat and Burgers’ 
equation and the Hamilton-Jacobi theory. We shall now see tha t all of the previous 
work still holds in a noisy environment, i.e. if we add noise in time, as long as we use 
the Stratonovich stochastic integral.
1.6.1 Stochastic Heat and Burgers’ Equations and the Hopf- 
Cole Transformation
Consider now a stochastic version of the heat equation
for the Wiener process Wt and with o representing a stochastic Stratonovich integral 
rather than an Ito integral, see Appendix B .l. For the Stratonovich integral, the 
normal rules of calculus apply and there are no Ito corrections required. We can use 
the usual Hopf-Cole transformation, as discussed earlier,
v  (rr, t ) =  — i i 2 V In u  (:r, t ), 
to obtain the stochastic version of the Burgers’ equation,
We prove this formally in the one dimensional case.
Theorem 1.6.1.
Consider the stochastic heat equation with a classical potential V  (x ) and a random 
potential U (x,t)  o Wt
d u = ! J ^  dt + v (x ' ) ^  dt + U ( x , t ) j ^  o dWt. (1.38)
where u =  u (x , t ) .  Then the Hopf-Cole transformation for v = v (x ,  t)
(1.39)
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(1.41)
satisfies the Burgers’ equation in one dimension
dv fi2 d2v d V  dU 
dv + v d i dt = T M d t - t e ~ t e  o 9 W t' (L40)
Proof.
The first derivative of v with respect to time t is, by the Hopf-Cole transformation, 
just
dv _  fj? du du (I2 d2u 
dt 2  dt dx u dtdx  ’ 
and by the Hopf-Cole transformation (1.39), we have
dv v du fi2 d2u
dt u dt u dtdx
W ith respect to space x , the first derivative of v by the Hopf-Cole transformation
(1.39) is
dv _  fi2 f  d u \ 2 (i2 d2u 
dx u2 \<9a;/  u d x2 
But, recalling the above simplification of the Hopf-Cole transformation (1.39) and 
also by using the heat equation (1.38), we have
dv v2 2  du 2
fi2 u dt fi2
Now we are primarily concerned with the second derivative of v with respect to x , i.e.
d2v _  v dv 2  du du 2  d2u 2 /  dV  dU  •
dx2 fi2 dx u2 dx dt u d x d t  ^  fi2 \ d x  ^  dx *
Once again, using the Hopf-Cole transformation (1.39), we have
d2v v dv 2 v du 2  d2u 2 ( dV  dU • =  2--------- 1--------------------------- 1-----I ------- 1------o Wf
dx2 fi2 dx \ P u d t  u dxdt fi2 \  dx dx
We also assume that u  is sufficiently well-behaved such that we have continuous 
second derivatives, so tha t
d2u d2u 
dtdx dxdt  ’ 
then we have, from the heat equation (1.38),
d2v v dv 2 dv 2 ( dV  dU • \  . .
dx5 = Jfidx  +  ] £ d i  +  Ji? \  dx  +  d x ° ‘) ’  ^ ^
which is just the stochastic Burgers’ equation in one dimension with a potential 
V {z )  + U (x ,t )  o Wt, i.e.
v2 2 du  ( TT ■ \
irx  =  i * - u i > i + A v + U o w : ) -  (L42)
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1.6.2 Stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi Theory
Earlier we showed how the classical heat equation (1.1) and Burgers’ equations (1.12) 
can be transformed into the classical Hamilton-Jacobi equations. We now look at a 
stochastic version of this. Consider the stochastic Burgers’s equation (1.37) with a 
potential V  (x),
dv -I- (v.V) v dt = A v  dt — W  (x) dt — V U  (x , t) o dW t,
&
then by using the same transformation as in the classical case, v = V S ,  we can derive 
the stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi equation
1 u2
d S + - \ \ 7 S \  dt +  V  (x) dt + U (x, t) O dWt = A S  dt. (1.44) & &
For a proof of this, as well as a more rigourous account of the stochastic Hamilton- 
Jacobi theory, see [10].
1.6.3 Noisy Wavefronts and Caustics
Consider the stochastic heat equation (1.36) with a potential V  (x) for u = u ( x , t ) 
and with the coefficient of the stochastic term as U (x, t) = —x,
2
du = ^r-Au dt + V  (x) ^  dt — %u o 8W t ,
2  n z
gn(-)
with initial condition u  (*, 0) =  To (•) e ** . This choice of U (x, t) = —x  introduces 
the stochastic term as a random linear acceleration. As we have shown, the corres­
ponding Burgers’ equation (1.37) with a potential V  (x) is,
LL2dv +  (v.V) v d t  = — A v dt — W  (x ) dt + V  (x) o dW t , 
z
with initial condition u ( - ,0 ) =  V5'o(-)- We shall assume that the stochastic heat 
equation has a solution of the form
X r <t>(x,zo ,t)
u fe, t) = ---------- 3- /  T0 (xq) e ^  dxo dy0 dz0,
(27TfPt)2 -'K3
where we have a phase function of the form
<t> f e  Xjo, t) = A  [x, Xq, t] +  S0 (®q) ,
and A  [x, t] is the stochastic action of a classical mechanical path starting from Xq
and getting to x  in time t , i.e.
Chapter 2 
Stochastic M ehler K ernel Formulae
2.1 On Som e R ecent Papers
In this section we review some recent papers on the subject of stochastic analysis of 
heat and Burgers’ equations. We shall present some of the results of A. Truman and 
H.Z. Zhao [10], A. Truman and T. Zastawniak [1, 5].
2.1.1 Stochastic Mehler Kernels and Path Integrals
In A. Truman and T. Zastawniak [1], they consider the one dimensional stochastic 
Schrodinger equation,
idil) (x, t) = i}) (x , t) dt -I- (K 'tp  (x, t)) (x) o dWt, (2.1)
for the Wiener process Wt with o representing a Stratonovich integral rather than an 
Ito integral1. Specifically they look at the cases of the  position operator K  (x) = x  
and the momentum operator case K  (x) = —i £ ,  applying extensions of the Ito- 
Albeverio-Hpegh-Krohn Feynman path integral approach [13, 14] to compute the 
stochastic Mehler kernels of the corresponding Schrodinger equations.
We are mainly interested in the position operator case, where the solution is found 
by using configuration space path integrals and the Green’s function of the stochastic 
Schrodinger equation,
id ^  (x,t)  =  ^ “ ^ ^ 2  +  ^  (M ) <& +  (M ) ° dWt. (2 .2 )
1We discuss the relationship between Stratonovich and Ito calculus in Appendix B .l.
27
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is shown to be
Gf(x,*o,t) =  4/ Z ^ I Z e5 4 a f[ (* J +  ^ )  « * ( « * ) - 2 **0 ]
Y 2irism{at)
f* [xsin(ar)—x0 sin (o r-a t)]  Q »yy 
X g  JO sin (at) r
xe
• r t  rr  Sin(a s )s in (a r-a t)  ,x y  j m  
1 Jo  JO asin(at) 0  aVVs UVVr
for all t  € M+, t ^  ^  and 6  N.
As we saw in Section 1 .1 .1 , we may easily convert from a Schrodinger type equation 
to a heat equation by mapping t it. This is a standard technique from Complex 
Variables where we are essentially moving from real to complex time. We may further 
extend this by setting t t—> ifi2t and w = fi2a such that we obtain a corresponding
stochastic heat equation for u (x, t) = ip {x, t ) as
f  LL2 d 2 W 2X 2 \
du (x, t) = ( -  ~2 jp~J u (x > ^  dt ~  xu  (x ' ^  ° dWu 2^'3)
which in turn gives the stochastic Green’s function as
G ( X, x 0 , t )  =  . /  ” , r a ^ [ ( ^  +  ^ ) c o s h M - 2 ^ 0]
Y 2irfi2 smh(wt)
  rt [x sinh(m-) — xp sinh(iai—wt)] MX/
X e  fl2smh(wt) °  r ( 2 .5 )
rt rr  sinh(tos) sinh(ioi—wt) ^  j t t /  _ j i i r
x e -  Jo Jo  W « n h ( w , )  '  °  °  d w \  ( 2 . 6 )
Later we shall consider the stochastic heat equation with a harmonic oscillator po­
tential as
f  LL2 d 2 W 2X 2 \
du (x, t) = ( +  u ^  dt ~  xu  ^  ° dWu
where we simply let w —> iw to provide us with interesting periodic results. We also 
look at the limiting case w —> 0  to examine the effects of noise on the zero potential 
case.
2.2 C lassical Green Functions
In this section, we consider the classical heat equation (1.1) and examine the respect­
ive solutions via the use of Green’s functions. We also discuss the singularities of the 
heat and Burgers’ equations in each case and we begin by taking a look at the case of 
the classical heat and Burgers’ equations, under three different potentials: the zero; 
harmonic oscillator; and the linear potential cases. The simplest case tha t we shall
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cover is the classical case with a zero potential. Later on, in Chapters 3 and 4, we 
give some explicit examples of the singularities of Burgers’ equation and wavefronts 
of the heat equation with and without noise terms. We also take time to discuss the 
nature of these singularities in relation to the corresponding Thom catastrophes. In 
this section we shall discuss how we go about computing the singularities, discussing 
the different approaches required for cases of different potentials.
2.2.1 Zero Potential Case 
Theorem 2.2.1.
The one dimensional heat equation with no potential term
dut _  p? d2ut 
dt 2 dx 2 ’
where Ut (x ) = u (x , t )  for position x and time t, has solution
(2.8)
u /o o G ( x ,  x 0 , t ) uq  ( x 0 ) dxo, (2.9)
•OO
with
lim U ( X , t )  =  Uq ( x o )  , t-> o+
for uq (x o )  € Cq°  (R) and with Green’s function given by
1 (s -x p )2
G (x, x0, t) = -  e . (2.10)
Proof
To begin we show tha t the Green’s function (2.10) is actually a solution of the partial 
differential equation (2.8). Taking the natural logarithm of the Green’s function 
(2 .1 0 ), then we obtain
lnG  =  - l l n ( 2 x ^ ) - ^ £ 2 ^ '
and differentiating with respect to time t gives
dG _  (x — xo) 2 1
dt 2  fi2t 2 2 1
Now differentiating InG with respect to x gives us
dG (x -  xp) 
dx n 2t
G.
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and looking at the second derivative of InG with respect to a;, we have
d2G
d x2
( X  -  X p ) 2 _____1 _
fiH2 fj,2t
G.
Putting these terms into our heat equation above, we obtain,
1
"ST 1 H o
to
1 1
-
1
G = —
(X -  X q)2 1
2  f j r t 2 2 1 2 /iH2 fi2t
This shows that the Green’s function (2.10) satisfies the heat equation (2.8). We may 
also see that, for Uq € Cq
/ OO G ( x ,x 0, t ) u 0 (:co) dx0,
■OO
is also a solution of the heat equation 2.8. All that remains to be shown is that
lim u (x , t) = u0 (x) .
i—>0+
Making the substitution x0 = x  +  zfiy/t in u (x , t) yields
u (x , t )  =  . j e~^uo (x  +  z f iV t)  fiy/t dz
' y  O i T T J —oo
= —y—  j e~S2Uo (x  + zfj,y/t\ dz.
v 2 7 T  J —oo
Then by the dominated convergence theorem, we may deduce that
1 f°° z 2 /  \
lim u (x . t )  =  _ _ /  e ~ ^  lim u0 ( x  +  z u y t ) dz
t-*o+ y/2^J-oc t—*o+ V J
= u0 (x),
as required. □
We observe that, by the dominated convergence theorem, the above proof works when 
Uq is bounded and continuous. Now we need to consider
Uq =  T 0e ~ ^ ,
for some convergence factor T0 >  0. From Theorem 1.2.1, we can consider l i m ^ o l^  
where f) #/2
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with the initial condition v$ = V S q — /i2VlnTo. Formally this limit is
dv , .
—  +  fe.V)u =  0,
for initial condition Vq = V5o, but the latter equation does not have a unique solu­
tion. Hence, our limit provides a method of selecting a solution which should be 
the physically interesting case corresponding to the minimal classical action. Now, 
extending the solution of the heat equation to R3, we have a phase function given by
H ^ , t )  = {^ -  +  ^  ^  +  flb (So) • (2.1D
As we saw earlier, the singularities of the inviscid limit of the Burgers’ velocity field
ip
- ^  + (1f . V ) . v ! ‘ = ^ A  v?,
are given by the determinant of the Hessian matrix of the phase function (2.11). We 
eliminate x  to obtain the pre-caustic, and a^ o to obtain the caustic, by means of the 
classical mechanical flow (a?, Xq, £) =  0. This tells us tha t the zero potential 
pre-caustic will be determined by
^  + § |  = °- (2-12) 
which contains no terms in x. In order to calculate the caustic, one must apply the 
flow Vxq0  =  0 , which in this case, simplifies to
x = xQ + tV SoS0 (xo). (2.13)
If the expression for the pre-caustic (2.12) is linear in one component of a^, then we 
could easily obtain a parametric expression of the caustic. One may also attem pt to 
directly eliminate the x# variables from the set of equations (2.12) and (2.13).
Now for the heat equation
S = Y A“ ’ ( 2 - 1 4 )
the wave-fronts are given by
inf </>(x,^o,t) =  0, (2.15)
XflGR3
where we eliminate x  for the pre-wavefront, and x$ for the wavefront. We may simplify 
the expression for the pre-wavefront by making use of the flow (2.13) to eliminate x, 
this provides a nice expression for the pre-wavefront as the Eikonal equation
| | v a,s„(a )|2 + s0(ao) = o. (2.16)
The wavefront, on the other hand, can be quite complex, when we attem pt to elimin­
ate x. Even when using simple polynomial based functions, we shall see that we can
soon run into some difficulties investigating these singularities.
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2.2.2 Linear Potential Case
T h eorem  2.2 .2 .
The heat equation with a linear potential,
has solution
with initial condition
u
du /j,2 d2u k
dt 2  dx2 fi2™'
/ OO G ( x ,x 0, t ) u 0 (x0) dxo,
•O O
lim u (x, t ) =  Un (x ) ,
i—0+
where we have uq € Cg0 and Green’s function 
G ( x ,x 0,t) =
i (x-x0) kt ( , \ | k2t3
1 e \x  +  x o) + TT&
\j2nT/J?t
Proof
Taking the natural logarithm of the Green’s function (2.18), we see tha t
InG =  —i  In (2 tt/i2/) -  ~ tA ( x + xo) +
k2t3
2 - V — r -  V  2 f j 2t  V ~  . ~ U ,  . 2 4 ^ ’
so that the first derivative of In G with respect to time t is given by
dG
dt
k 2t2 k (x -  X q) 2 1
8/i2 2 ^ ( x  +  x « ' ) +  2/i2/2 2t G.
Now, looking at the first derivative with respect to position x, we obtain
dG
dx
kt {x — Xo) 
V p2t G,
which gives the second derivative with respect to position x  as 
d2G
— ~—7 d~
Pd x2
k 2t 2 k  . ( x  — X q) 2—  + —  (x - xq) + ±--------->-v
1
G.
(2.17)
(2.18)
Then putting the above expressions into the heat equation with the linear potential 
(2.17), we have
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as required. Hence, the Green’s function (2.18) solves the heat equation with the 
linear potential (2.17). Now we must verify that we have the initial condition
lim u (x , t) = Uq ( x )  
t-+o+
In the case of small t  we see that
( x  — X q) 2  k t  ,  . k 2t 3 ( x  — X q V
7TT (* +  *()) +  ~  V2 fi2t 2/i2 24/i2 2 fi2t 5
since the terms involving positive powers of £ will vanish as t —> 0. Hence we may 
reduce this to our zero potential case. □
Consider the following heat equation in R3 with a linear potential K_= ( k \ ,  ^3),
/^2 * /«  A_  = —Aut -  (2.19)
_£o
with initial condition Uo =  e ^  and where . represents the standard scalar product 
of a pair of vectors in R3. Then from the one dimensional case, equation (2.18), we 
derive its Green’s function to be
G ( x ,x 0,t) = ------- -— 5- e x p j - ^~ 7 °^  ~  (l - x j0) +  ^ — K 2\ , (2.20)
(2tx f i H Y  \  V *  V  24/i2 J
which gives the solution of the heat equation with a linear potential (2.19) as
1 f  f  f  »(aJo.Q 
u (x , t )  =  3  e & dx0 dy0 dzQ,
(2tr/i2£)’ J  J  J r 3
where the phase function </> = (f) (a;, 2^, £) is
</> (s, So, *) =  (s  +  So) -  ^ i £ 2 +  So (So) • (2.21)
We can calculate the classical mechanical flow by looking at {x, XQ,t) =  0, which 
gives us
x = XjQFt—K - \ - tV ZoSQ(xjo). (2.22)
Now, recall that the pre-caustic is calculated by looking at the zeros of the determinant 
of the Hessian matrix of </> (s, So, i*1 this case this simplifies to exactly the case of
the zero potential, i.e.
=  0, (2.23)
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and the caustic will come from applying the above classical mechanical flow to elimin­
ate the Xjq terms. Recall also that the pre-wavefront is given by the zeros of 0 (x, Xq, t), 
where we eliminate the x  terms by using the classical mechanical flow, and we have 
the pre-wavefront for the linear potential case given by
t_ f t  
2 V 2K  +  VfeS0)  +  \ k . + \ k  + -  L r 2 +  So (a*) =  0 . (2.24)
2.2.3 Harmonic Oscillator Potential Case 
Theorem 2.2.3.
The one dimensional heat equation with harmonic oscillator potential
du p2 d2u 
dt
w
has solution
with
u
2  dx2 2n 2
/OO G ( x ,x 0, t ) u 0 (x0) dxo,
•OO
lim u (x, t) = Uo (x) , 
t-» o+
(2.25)
for uq 6  Co00 (R) and with Green’s function given by 
G ( x ,x 0,t) =
w 2n2
2'Kfi2 sin(u;t)
( x2+X q)  cos(iut) —2xxo 
sin(iut)
(2.26)
We must take care here as the solution u (x , t )  will become unstable for large time 
t. That is, we need sin (wt) > 0 such tha t t < or in the R3 case, we require
t < m ax(i<;i)'
Proof
We should begin by verifying tha t the Green’s function (2.26) is actually a solution 
of the heat equation (2.25). We look at the natural logarithm of the Green’s function 
(2.26),
InG =  —-  In
27TfJ? . W
2 V w  ” ’ v  ' )  2/jL2sin(wt) I —
(x2 + X q) c o s  (wt) — 2xx0
sin (wt)
and differentiating with respect to time gives us
dG
dt
w Ul f o Q\
"•"Tt O* + xo) +2  tan  (wt) 2p?
w2xx  oW 2 ( X 2 +  X q)
2fj? tan2 (wt) p2 sin (wt) tan  (wt) _
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Now differentiating with respect to space x we obtain
dG wx + W X  0dx  [ y? tan(u;£) fj,2 sin(wt) 
which gives second derivative as
d2G
G,
dx2
w
H2 tan ( w t ) +  -
wx
+ W X  0y 2 tan(wt) y 2 sin (wt) G.
Then putting this into our harmonic oscillator heat equation (2.25), we have
w w
2  tan (wt) 2y2 
,2
+  t S ( » 2 + ^ )  +
W 2 X X qw2 (x2 +  X q )
2y2 tan 2 (wt) y 2 sin (wt) tan (wt)
EL
2
w
+
W2X2
+
W 2 X  o 2 w 2x x 0
y 2tan(wt) ' y 4tan2(wt) ' y 4sin2(wt) y 4 sin(wt) t&n(wt) _
This simplifies to the well known trigonometric identity
1 1
+
w2x 2
2 /i2 •
1 + tan2(wt) sin 2(wt)
Now we need to show that
lim u  (x ,  t )  = Uq ( x )  . 
t—o+
Clearly in the case of small t we have sin (wt) «  wt and cos (wt) «  1 which reduces us 
to the zero potential case, since our solution behaves like
1  f ° °  ( x - i n ) 2
u (x , t )  «  / e 2^* Uq ( x 0 ) dx0.
y/27Ty 2t J - o o
Then, we may use the same approach that we applied in the previous proof to show 
that
lim u ( x ,  t) = Uq ( x )  . 
t—*0+
We can now go onto consider a three dimensional heat equation of the type (2.25),
i.e.
^  +  0 ^ 2  W *  +  w*y2 +  w*z2)2  y
(2.27)
_£o
with initial condition uq  = e ^ . We may then examine the phase function for the 
harmonic oscillator potential, namely
(x2 +  X q )  COS (wit) — 2 x x q W2
2
+ Wz
sin (wi t)
(z2 +  Zq) cos ( iuzt) — 2zz0
(y2 +  Vo) cos (w2t) -  2yy0
sin (wzt)
sin (w2t) 
+  S q  ( X q )  . (2.28)
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It may easily be shown tha t the classical mechanical flow V ^ 0  (x ,Xq, t) = 0 is given 
by
Xo COS (W i t )
y0 cos (w2t)
Zq c o s  (wst)
+
/  sin (wi t) dSn 
%vi dxQ 
sin (w2t ) dSn 
w2 dyo 
sin (w3t ) dSo 
W3 dzo
(2.29)
Recall that the pre-caustic is given by the zeros of the determinant of the Hessian 
matrix, with respect to Xq, of 0  (x, Zq, t), namely
Det
d2(f>
=  0 .
Looking at the second derivative with respect to xq we have
<920
dxl
Wi
+
d2S0
dxl
and similarly for the yo and Zq derivatives, where the second order derivatives are 
continuous. Then we see tha t the pre-caustic is given by
W1 o
J££_
0
tan(ro21)
0 —sa
0  \
0
 i£2___
tan(w31) J
d2Sn
+
dx, 
d2Sn 
dxoyo
a 2 So _____
dxozo dyozo
d2Sn d2Sn 
dyoxo dzoxo
d2Sn
Wa 2 So
a 2 So
dz0yo
a 2 So
M
=  0 . (2.30)
Observe that in the case where iui, W2  and tend to zero we obtain the earlier zero 
potential case,
1. d2S0
~th  + =  0 ,
as in equation (2.12). We can calculate the caustic by applying the flow to the pre­
caustic and eliminating the terms xq, yo and zq for our specific So ( x q ) ,  which, as we 
shall see later, is easier to compute in a specific example. The pre-wavefront is given 
by 0  (xq, t) = 0  where we reduce 0  (x, x^, t) = 0  (#0 , t ) by using the flow to eliminate
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the terms x, y and z in the phase function, hence we have (f> (a^, t) = 0  as
2w i
2  sin (wit)
sin (wit) dS0 i 2
X q COS [ W i t )  H------------------------------------------+  X q
W1 OTo
COS ( lU it)
i . . sin (9*90—2 I a:ocos(icit) H--------------—— ] £o
Wi 5a:o
+
w2
+
2  sin (w2t)
y0 cos (w2L) + sin (w2t ) 5 5 0  \ +  2/o
- 2  h/o cos (w2t') +
W2 dyo J
sin (it^ ) 55(
, sin (w3t) 55 0 \ , 220 cos (w3t) H-------------- —— +  Zq
— 2  ( Zq COS ( w r f )  +
w3 dzQ
sin (w^t) dS0
w3 dz{
cos (w2t)
A  \  
o H
cos (wzt) (2.31)
^  z 0 j  +  S 0 ( x 0 ) =  0.
Again, we can see tha t as we let the potential tend to zero we obtain the zero potential
case,
d V ^ S o f e o ) !  + S o ( £ o )  =  °> (2.32)
as in equation (2.16).
In order to calculate the wavefront we must apply the flow to the pre-wavefront so 
tha t we can eliminate the terms x q , yo  and z q . In some cases, however, this is not 
possible directly, as we shall see in the zero potential case of the butterfly and fish. 
This we overcome by applying the classical mechanical flow numerically.
2.3 N oisy  Green Function
2.3.1 Zero Potential Case
Consider the stochastic heat equation under a harmonic oscillator potential that we 
obtained earlier in (2.3),
a “ =  ^ uodWt’
where o dWt denotes a Stratonovich integral with respect to the Wiener process Wt 
and u =  u(x, t). We know, from Section 2.1.1, that the stochastic heat Mehler kernel
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is given by
Q  (x  Xn t ) -  I  W a 2ft^ sinh(wi) K*2 +  *o) C O S h (w t) -  2x0] 
L r ( x , x o , t j  — yj 2 7 1 -^ 2  siiih wi
J 't x sinh(wr)—sp sinh(w(r—t)) ATAT 
^  0 0 fi2 sinh(wt) r
r f i f o ^ X ^ ^ ^ w . o d w ,x e
We are particularly interested in the case of w  —> 0. We begin by looking at small u>, 
so that by virtue of small angles, we have
n  ( +\ 1 ~  ~  7^7 fn  [x r  ~  x 0 ( r  ~  01  °  d W rG (x.xp.t) = . = e e uv n
 ^ ' y/2VJFt
xe j M I o f o s (r - t  ) o d W s odW r
Since we are dealing with a smooth function, we may calculate the first Stratonovich 
integral by a simple application of Ito’s formula,
/ [xr — xq (r — £)] ° dWr = x tW t — (x — xo) / Wsds.
Jo Jo
Note that W s (u>) is the position of a one dimensional Brownian motion at time s, or 
the value of a Wiener process at time s, and the integral f* Ws ds is the integral of 
the Wiener process from time 0 to t. Both of these are stochastic processes and their
values will depend upon the specific sample path taken by the Wiener process. Since
this is random it will make an exact calculation impossible, but there are several 
options available to help with this. For example, we may work with expectations, or 
approximations based on a chosen sample path. Details of how we deal with this for 
the purposes of this work are given in Appendix B.3. The second stochastic integral 
in this heat kernel is quite complex so for the meantime we simply represent it by
£ ( t ) =  [  f  s { r - t ) o d W s odW r. (2.34)
Jo Jo
A more detailed treatment may be found in Appendix B.2. Re-capping over what we 
have just shown, we can prove, by using the dominated convergence theorem:
Theorem 2.3.1.
The one dimensional stochastic heat equation
Li2 F)2 U  X
du = ^ r - ^ d t  -  - j u  0 dWt, (2.35)
2  ox2 fi2
has solution
u /oo G ( x ,x 0, t ) u 0 (z0) dxo,
•OO
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with initial condition
lim u (x , t) = u0 (x ),
*-<■0+
for deterministic uq E Cq° (K) where we have the stochastic Green’s function
i ( r ^ - ^  + ^ & W s d s )
y/2irfi2t
(2.36)
and £ (t ) zs gzz/en by
C(t) = C(t,co) := f  [  s (r — t) o dWs o dWr.
Jo Jo
Proof.
All that we have to prove is that the above G (x, Xo, t) is indeed the Green’s function 
for the stochastic heat equation (2.35). Observe that taking the natural logarithm of 
the Green’s function (2.36) gives
In G (x, *o, t) = - \  In ( t o f t )  -  ~ ^  + J  W.ds mn2t ’
and differentiating with respect to time t yields the Stratonovich derivative as
dG =
1 (x — X q) 2 X dWt {X — X q)
~  +  2 # i 2 t 2  d t  f t 1 ' 1 W ’ d s2 1 fJo
(x - xo)Wt + C(t) c m
fi2t n2t2 n2t
Now differentiating In G with respect to space x  gives
(x -  X q) Wt
Gdt.
dG
dx H2t G,
and the second derivative with respect to space x  is 
d2G
dx2
1 / _ ( x - x o )  _  Wt m d s
[J?t yi2t
I f
V2t Jq
G.
Then inserting these derivatives into the stochastic heat equation (2.35), we have, 
after some cancellation of terms
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9 = _ L (  [  r  o dWr
Namely
d t  \  t  J  2 12 \ J Q
Then we see that in order for the Green’s function to solve the stochastic heat equation
(2.35), we must have the following
c (*) _ 1 f  1 ( f .  „ dWA
In a forthcoming work by Chris Reynolds, [15], this has been proved, so we assume 
tha t the above holds. Then we see that the Green’s function (2.36) indeed solves the 
stochastic heat equation (2.35), and the proof is complete. □
In full, for uq = e ***, the solution of the zero potential stochastic heat equation
(2.35) is
yj2'KLl2t JR
dx Q.
\/ 7r fi
Hence, in this case we shall write our phase function as
<fi(x,x0,t) =  (x ~ (Xo) +  xW, -  {x ~ * o) j ‘ w 3 ds + ^  +  So (so).
Now, consider the stochastic heat equation in R3 with a noise term in one dimension 
only, i.e.
2
dut =  Aut dt -  -u t o dWt ,2 /iz
with initial condition Uq = e ^  and where o dWt represents a Stratonovich integral. 
The corresponding stochastic Burgers’ equation is
u2
dv +  fc.V) vdt =  — A v d t  +  V(x) o dWt.
£
The solution of the stochastic heat equation is given by 
i(x,t) ~ ----- -— T f  e r
(27T>t/2t)i Jr3
where the phase function </>(£, £) is
u : 3- I dx0dyodz0,
, Io) [ t W,ds + ^ p - + S o { x a).t  Jo  t
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We shall look at the wavefronts of the stochastic heat equation and the caustics of 
the stochastic Burgers’ equation for the corresponding initial So (xq) functions of the 
classical case, so that we may compare the resulting singularities. Now the pre-caustic 
of the heat equation are given by the zeros of the determinant of the Hessian matrix 
of (f>(x,Xjo, t ), with respect to x$. This is exactly the same as in the case without noise, 
i.e.
d 2(j)
I3 t
cPS„
dx%
=  0 .
Next, the caustic for the heat equation comes from setting V£o<^(^,^0, t) =  0, which 
gives the flow
(  j ‘ W sds 
£ =  So +  iV^Sofeo) +  0
V 0
If the pre-caustic may be solved explicitly to obtain zo = zq (xo, yo, t), then we may 
obtain the caustic as a set of parametric equations, making plotting much easier. If 
we are looking at a relatively simple So (£0), then we may be able to form an explicit 
equation for the caustic. For the corresponding heat equation the pre-wavefront is 
given by
inf 0 (z,Xq ,t) =  0 ,
XqGK3
where we can use the flow to eliminate the terms in x , y  and z to obtain
2 ' ™ x 2 ' a v 2"
dz0
Xo +  4 ^ +  [ t W , d s ) w t - U t ^ +  f w . d s ' )  f w „ d s  
OX0  Jo J  t \  dxo Jo J  Jo
- - -  +  So (^0 ) =  0 ,
2 1
.dSo
d x
+
-  +  /  0 Jo
Weds
or more simply,
\ |Va S0 (£o)|2 + So (So) +  (x 0 + t^ 0+j ‘ W°ds)  Wt
2i  [ Jo ^
+  ^  =  0. (2.37)
Then we can find the wavefront by eliminating xq, yQ and z0 by using the flow equa­
tions that arise from setting Vxo0 (x ,^ o,t) =  0. This is often much easier to compute 
in a specific example.
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2.3.2 Linear Potential Case
Consider the stochastic heat equation in one dimension with a linear potential, 
namely,
du /j ,2 d2u K  a  • . .
at ( }
where Wt is white noise, K  and a  are constants, n? is the viscosity and u = u (x , t) .  
We shall look for a solution of the form
/ °° Sn(xn)
G (x,xo,t) e ^  dxo,
-OO
where the Green’s function is given by
G (x, x 0,t) = - = L =  i ( 2  39)
and F, k and I are to be determined.
Now take the natural logarithm of the Green’s function (2.39) to get,
Taking the Stratonovich derivative of (2.40) with respect to time t we obtain
/  1 (x  — x o)2\  ry Qj. rt®1
d G = [ - 2 t  + - ^ L ) G 9 t - G l F X - G ^ X0- G ^
Differentiating (2.40) with respect to space x  yields
9G (  (x — xo) _ £ \ qdx  \  n2t fj? /  
so th a t the second derivative of (2.40) with respect to space x  is given by
d2G (  1 ( x - x 0)2 2  F  r , , F 2\
d x ^ - { ~ 7 i + /A *  + ] & ( x ~ Xo) + ] s )
Inserting these derivatives into our stochastic heat equation (2.38) we obtain, after 
eliminating the common terms in G ,
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After cancellation of terms, this gives
( F  F  F 2 \
—x dF  — xq dk  — dl = ( —x  — - xq +  ——  K x  j  dt — ax  o dWt.
We may now calculate the functions of time F  (t), k (t ) and I (t ) by comparing coef­
ficients. Looking at the coefficients of x, we have a first order stochastic differential 
equation,
dF  +  y  dt = K  dt + a  o dW t ,
i.e.
d  (t F ) =  K t  dt +  ta  o dWt.
Assuming the F  (0) =  0, this can be solved to give
F ( t)  =  ^  +  j  [ s  odW ,.  (2.41)
Now comparing the coefficients of xq and observing that F  is continuous, we have the 
first order differential equation,
d k _ F  
dt t ’
dk K  a C
d t = J  + T C 0 s o d w ”
which admits the solution
k  (t) =  ^  +  f  ^  [  s o dW„ dr. (2.42)
Finally, comparing the constant terms, we have
(U _  _F*_ 
d t ~  2  ’
i.e.
dl 1 ( K t  a  [ ‘ \ 2
r - 2 lT +U so"-) •
which has the solution
11<‘> -  - T  - f  I [• -"■ *  ■- 7  i  b {[.• “ ■ * ■  <l43)
Summarising the above we arrive at the following theorem
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Theorem 2.3.2.
The one dimensional stochastic heat equation with a linear potential,
9 u = ( ^ ~  $ x u ) dt  ~  f * xu  0 dW t’ (2-44)
has solution
with initial condition
/ OO G (xJx o ,t)u 0 (xo) dxo,
•OO
lim U  ( X , t )  =  Uq ( x ) , 
t-*0+
for uq  e  C q °  (M ) where the Green’s function is given by
G { x ' xo’t) = ^ / m e x p { ~ ^ { t ^ + T i x + x o ) - !i f )
+ l j 0 S odW >x  + a x ° J  J  ^  O dWs dr (2.45)
- ^ f J ? o d W a d r - ^ [ h { [ s o d W )  *)•
Clearly as a  —> 0 we obtain the classical solution to the linear potential problem, see 
Section 2 .2 .2 , namely
i 0x- xq)2 _  K t  K 2t3
n ( r . lT.0J )  = -  2Wt X° ) + 2 4 ^ .
However, if we instead take the limit as K  —► 1 and a —► 0, we obtain
G( X X n t) -  1 -  A  Jn » ° «w . -  §  Jn / :  *  ° dWs dr
X ewfo&(Jo s o d w > f  *
This agrees with the result obtained for the zero potential noisy case, see Section 
2.3.1, except for the last term. However, in a forthcoming work, [15], it has been 
shown that
^ I o ^ { I o S ° dW’)  dr = ~ ^ J o I o S{'r ~ t) ° dW° 0dWr’
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and this reflects the different approaches used in calculating the Green’s functions.
We can process the functions F  (t), k (t ) and I (t ) a little further to  obtain,
F (t)  = ™  -  aW t + j  f  Ws ds, (2.46)
K t  f 1 Wr F  F  W e
k (t) =  ^  + a E i L d r - a  /  ds dr, (2.47)
2  Jo r  Jo Jo r
(2.48)
which, for computation of wavefronts and caustics, are much easier to deal with. 
Hence we shall write our one dimensional phase function as
J) (x, Xo, t) = ^  ^  + F ( t ) x  + k ( t ) x 0 + l (t ) +  So (x0) .
Now consider the stochastic heat equation in R3 with linear potential K  =  (K, 0,0) 
and noise in one dimension only,
du =  ( —r A u  +  —y - u )  dt -T ~ 2 ^u  o dWt. (2.49)2 n J n
This choice of K_ =  (K, 0,0) denotes that we are only considering a linear acceleration 
in one direction, tha t being alone the x-axis.
The corresponding Burgers’ equation is given by
dv +  (v.V) vdt = ^jL-Av — K^j dt — V (aj) o dWt, 
and our phase function in R 3 is given by
(j)(x,x0, t) = ^  + F ( t ) x  + k ( t ) x 0 + l (t ) +  So (xq) , (2.50)
where we know F, k and I from above. We may easily calculate the classical mech­
anical flow =  0 , to obtain
k(t)
x = Xq +  t  ( 0 | +  tV ^ S o  (xq) . (2.51)
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Prom this it may be easily seen that the pre-caustic is simply
d2(f) l- I  +  
t  3 dx$
=  0 ,
which is identical to the classical case with zero potential, as expected. To compute 
the caustic, we use the classical mechanical flow to eliminate the terms in To, yo and 
z q . Furthermore, we may calculate the pre-wavefront as
o =  | | V a S o ( x 0 ) | 2 +  5 o ( x o )  +  (F ( i)  +  f c ( t ) ) ^  +  x„')
+ tk  (t ) ( F  {t) +  - k  (t) J -I-1 ( t ) . (2.52)
By using the classical mechanical flow to eliminate the Xq term, we may calculate the 
wavefront.
2.3.3 Harmonic Oscillator Potential Case
Consider the stochastic heat equation (2.3) under a harmonic oscillator potential
d u = ( V2 h - ^ ) u d t - xuodWu
where we know from equation (2.4) that the Green’s function is
r-i t ,\ I  w f ( x 2 +  Xq) c o sh ta )  — 2 a:a:olG (x ,X 0,t) =  J  ■■ _ . . . . e  ^  sinh(wt) IV 0)  \  ) Oj
Y 27Tfiz smn.{wt)
J 't [xsinh(ujr)—xp sinh(tt;i—wt)]
0 fi2 sinh(wt) r
_  r t  r r  5i„ h (^ )  sinh(u,r-ml) Q m  Q m
JO JO fi*wsinh{wt) & 7
We are interested in generating a system whereby we have periodic solutions. This 
may be achieved by letting w i—> iw  which will give the stochastic heat equation
du = f e w  + w )  u d t ~ x u ° dWt■ (2-53)
We may calculate the stochastic Green’s function of (2.53) by simply applying the 
transformation w ■—> iw in (2.4), i.e.
G(x,xo,t) =  / Z Z 4^ ^ e2^ * i j [ ( ^ + ^ ) c o s h ( m i ) - 2xx„]
Y 27r/i2sinh(iwt)
J 't [x sinh(iwr)—xp sinh^w r—iwt)] MX/
^  ^  0 /x2 sinh(iwt) r
_ r t  r r  d n h (iy )r ip h (m r -to t)  Q j j y  0
JO JO fi2iwsmh(twt) s T
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Moreover, using the identities sinh (iwt) = i sin (wt) and cosh (iwt) = cos (wt) we see 
tha t the stochastic Green’s function of the stochastic heat equation (2.53) is
/ .\ I w 0 a \ix2 +  x o) cos(wt) — 2xxo\G (x ,X 0,t)  =  j -   , e  2Ma sin (wt) LV 0/ \ > UJ
y 27t//2 sm(wt)
rt  [xsin(tur)— xp sin(tur—wt)] -JTJ/
X g  JO n2 sin (wt) r
_  r t  rr  Si n ( » , . ) . i n ( w - ^ )  Q m  Q m  
X g  JO JO fjL2wsm(wt) s r
This leads to the following theorem,
Theorem 2.3.3.
The one dimensional stochastic heat equation with harmonic oscillator potential
(  iff d  ^  w^xf \
dUt =  ( T a ?  + w )  U t d t ~ XUt ° dWu
has solution
u
with initial condition
/ OO G ( x ,x 0, t ) u 0 ( x q ) dxo,
■OO
lim u (x , )  = uq (a;),
*—o+
for uq € Cq° (R) where we have Green’s function,
lX I w Uoc2 + xZ) cos(wt) — 2xxo\G ( x ,x 0,t) = J  ■ ■- . . . e 2^smM) IV 0 ) \ ) oj
Y 2tt(j,2 sm(wt)
J 't [xsin(tor)—xp s in (w —xot)] ttx r
^  ^  0 /I2 sin(u)t) r
x e -  /o /or o d W , o d W r
We can simplify some of the stochastic terms in the above Green’s function a little. 
If we write
J .
1 x  sin(u;r) — xq sin(tcr — wt) „rr
• ( ,x -------------------  °  dW7sin (wt)
t  r tx
sin (wt)
/  sin(u;r) o  dWr +  . X.° . /  sin(u;r —  wt) o dWr , 
Jo sm(wt) Jq
then we can see tha t we only have to evaluate some straightforward Stratonovich 
integrals, namely,
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Since sin (.) is a smooth function, we see that our Stratonovich integrals may be 
evaluated as ltd integrals, and we have
/ sin(w;r) o dWr =  Wt sin(wt) — w Wr cos(wr) dr,
Jo Jo
I sin (wr — wt) o dWr = —w I Wr cos (wr — wt) dr.
Jo Jo
and
Hence we obtain
mt x  sin(w;r) — xq sin (wr — wt)
Jo sin (wt)
= - x W t +
w
odW,
sin(utf)
For now we shall denote the double Stratonovich integral by
rr sin(ius) sin(u!r — wt)
/ Wr [x cos (wr) — xq  c o s  (wr — wt)] dr. 
Jo
r){t) = ri(t,w) = [  [  
Jo Jo w sin (wt)
odW* odW r (2.55)
Hence we shall write the phase function for the stochastic harmonic oscillator in three 
dimensions as
(,X2 +  Xq) cos(^it) — 2 x X q
siii(wit)
(Z2 +  Zq) cos(wzt) — 2zz0
W2
2
(■y2 +  Vo) cos{w2t) -  2yy0
sm(w2t)
+  xW t +  Tj (t )
w i
sin(^it)
sin(u;3t)
/ Wr [x cos(wir) — xo cos(wir — wit)\ dr +  So (xq) . 
Jo
(2.56)
Using this we are able to calculate explicitly the equations tha t govern the caustics 
and wavefronts. The classical mechanical flow for this system, given by =  0, is 
just
X \  /  Xo cos(wit)
y I =  I yocos(w2t) | +
Z J  \  Zq C O s(w zt)
/  sin(u;i t) d S n  \  
w\ dxQ
sin(u;21) dSg 
W2 dyo 
sm(w3t) dSo 
\  w3 dzo J
fo Wr cos(wir — Wit)dr 
+  I 0
0
(2.57)
Recall that the pre-caustics are given by zeros of the determinant of the Hessian 
matrix of 4>{x,x$,t), i.e.
d2(f)
Det =  0 ,
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which, for our phase function, reduces to the classical case of the harmonic oscillator 
potential, namely
/   Ml
tan(ioit)
\
0
W-2
tan(u>2 1) 
0
0 \
 H2__
taxi(w3t) J
+
/  cPSo d2Sn d2Sn \
' dx% dyoxo dzoxo '
d2Sn d2Sn d2Sn
dx0yo d y{  dz0y0
i d2Sn d2Sn d2Sn j
\  dxozo dyozo dzjf /
=  0 . (2.58)
The pre-wavefront is given by ,£) =  0 where we reduce (p t )  = (p (^q, t) 
by using the flow to eliminate the x  terms in the phase function. Hence we see the 
equation of the pre-wavefront is given by
2S1,Zit) (  J ^ o c o s ^ i )  +  + f ‘ Wr cos(Wlr -  Wi t )  dr)  +  x§| cos(wit)
-  2 (x0 cos(wit )  +  +  fo WT cosfuiir -  W i t )  dr) x0
+ |  [(»>COS( w 2 t )  + +  2/s] cos(w2<)
-2 (y o c o s (w 2t) + ^ ^ ) y 0 
|  [( ,0  COS(w3t) + j cos(tu3i)
- 2  ( * « » ( « ,* ) +  * £ a g ) * }
+  ( x 0 cos(wit) +  sm^  f j |  +  f o  Wr cos(wir -  Wit) dr)
x (Wt ~ 5 f e y  f o  wr cos(wr) dr)
+ i i S )  fo  Wr cos(wir -  uiit) dr +  77 (t) +  S 0 f e )  =  0 (2.59)
j  m__
2 sin(iU3 t)
Part II
Explicit Exam ples Using  
M athem atica
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Chapter 3 
Cusp and Tricorn
We give some explicit examples of singularities of the Burgers’ equation and the 
corresponding wavefronts of the heat equation with and without noise terms for the 
case SQ (xq) =  ^XqI/o- In part we follow the treatment of I.M. Davies, A. Truman and 
H.Z. Zhao in [16].
3.1 Classical Case
In this section we look at the singularities of the classical heat and Burgers’ equations 
that appear in the cases of the zero potential V  (x) = 0, the linear potential V  (x) = 
—kx  and the harmonic oscillator potential V  {x) = —\  ('w \x 2 +  w \y2 +  w%z2). Using 
the initial condition So (zq) =  §£q?/o> we discover that the generic caustic is the cusp 
catastrophe as covered in [3] and the introduction of a potential term does little to 
effect the overall geometry of the cusp.
3.1.1 Zero Potential
For the case of the cusp singularity in two dimensions, the polynomial phase function 
is determined by taking So(xq) = \ x 2yQ. Omitting the 2  and z0 terms we see that in 
the two dimensional case the phase function is given by
jl t *\ (x  ~  x o)2 , ( y - y o )2 , 1 2 to i \0(z,Zo,t) = ---  + -----------+ 2X°y°'  ^ >
Then the pre-caustic for the Burgers equation is given by
1 + tyQ txo _
tx  o 1
which we may rearrange as the expression for the pre-caustic yo = yo(xo, t), i.e.
y0 = tx20 -  j .  (3.2)
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-4 - 2
Figure 3.1: Zero potential pre-caustic for So = \ xqUo.
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Figure 3.2: Evolving zero potential pre-caustics for Sq = \xfyo.
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This is just a parabola and, for some instant of time t  > 0, we have the pre-caustic 
as in Figure 3.1. We can show a time evolution of this, see Figure 3.2. Observe that 
as time t —> 0  we have a horizontal line at yo —> —oo, and as time t —> oo we see that 
the parabola folds into the yo > 0 part of the vertical line Xo = 0. We can also obtain 
the above by repeated integration.
Recall that for So(xJQ) =  \xfyo  our phase function is given by equation (3.1), then 
=  0  tells us that
( y - y o )  , Zq __0
t 2
This gives us yo = y — ^ tx jj, and, after using this result to do the integral in yo by the 
Laplace method, see Section 1.4, the phase function becomes
7 /  \  t a ^  f  1 \  o x  x<f>{x,x0,t) = - -Z o  +  -  [ y  + - \  x  o -  -^ o  +  ^
2 
2 1
If we look now at the solution of the heat equation after computing the yo integral, 
we have
u ( x , t ) ~   ^- f  T0 (xo)e 7 xo+2f} ^Xq
-  T^-57 [  T0 (x<1)e Ax°+Bx°+Cx'‘+D dxa (3.3)Z7Tfl t Jk
where T0 (xo) is a convergence factor and we emphasize that
. t 1 /  1 \  „ x  x 2
A = iry.r. b  = - t t^  \ y  + i  I . c  = ~7i> D  =Sy?' 2/x2 \  t  J ’ y 2P  2y 2t
We see immediately that the polynomial in the exponential term of equation (3.3) is 
the canonical form of the cusp catastrophe, as described in [3], which is distinctive 
in tha t it is a quartic with no cubic term. Later on, we shall be dealing with the far 
more difficult case of the butterfly catastrophe. In order to integrate over Xo we need 
to look at where the main contribution comes from the x0 satisfying =  0 , i.e. 
the solution xq of
t o /  1 \  x
~ 2 X° + (y +  t J X° ~  7
The condition for a singularity to appear is tha t =  0, i.e.
3Jr = y + \ ’ ^
where from above
V =  Vo +  ~2^ -  (3 -5 )
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Eliminating y from equation (3.4) and (3.5)we obtain the pre-caustic as in equation
(3.2), namely
2 1Vo = tx 0 -  - .
Comparing this to what we obtained for y0 from ^  =  0  we have
1 2 2 1
V ~  2txo = txo ~  £ >
admitting solution
x° = ±v i  (y+{ ) ’
which determines the position of the singularities. Putting this into our condition 
tha t =  0  yields
] j h ( y + i ) ± ( y + \ )  \ l h ( y + i ) ~ i - 0 -
Simplifying the above, we discover that the caustic is the following semi-cubical para­
bola i \  3 21 \  o r
27 \ V +  t )  t ’ 
which may be solved explicitly for y = y (x , t ) as
-4 - 2
- 1
Figure 3.3: Zero potential caustic for So = \xfyo.
This is the cusp catastrophe classified by Thom’s catastrophe theory, shown in Figure 
3.3, at an instance of time t > 0. Furthermore, we may show a time evolution of the
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caustic for 5o(xq) =  \x fyo , see Figure 3.4, where we see tha t as t —► oo, the caustic 
tends to the horizontal straight line y = 0  and as t —> 0  we have the vertical line 
x  =  0.
Figure 3.4: Evolving zero potential caustics for So = ^xfyo.
Now, returning to the heat equation, recall that the pre-wavefront is determined by
f |V IoSo(2 o) | 2 +  So(2 o) =  0,
i.e.
( x o V o f  +  Q z q ) +  \ x lvo =
so tha t the pre-wavefront of the heat equation is given by
\ x o +  \ x lvo +  \ x lv l  =
namely
(yo+2i) + - 1 =  0 .
(3.7)
( ^ r  ' « ) '
This is simply the straight vertical line zo =  0 repeated, and an ellipse centred at 
(0, — ^ )  with semi-major axis j  and semi-minor axis as in Figure 3.5. In Figure 
3 . 6  we observe the behaviour of the ellipse with respect to time. As t —> 0 this settles 
down to 5o (®o) =  \xoVo =  0  so the ellipse has infinite axis corresponding to the 
horizontal line yo = 0, and also the vertical line xq = 0. We see that as t —> oo the 
centre of the ellipse moves to the origin so the pre-wavefront focuses down to a point 
at the origin and the straight vertical line xq = 0 .
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yo
- l
- 2
- 2 - 1 0 1 2
x0
Figure 3.5: Zero potential pre-wavefront for So = | XqI/o.
One interesting point here is that we may reduce the pre-wavefront (3.7) to a quadratic 
in s/o, i.e.
o 1 xl  
Vo +  ^2/o +  -j- =  0,
so that we may find explicitly the solution as
vo = Yt ( _1  ±  ' J 1 ~  '
Hence we can see tha t the existence of the pre-wavefront is entirely dependent on the 
inequality 1 — t 2x l  > 0. Namely yo (eq) E R if, and only if,
This tells us that as time increases, the pre-wavefront focuses down to the point (0,0), 
since Xq is bounded by the above inequality. Recall tha t the wavefront for the heat 
equation is given by the level surfaces of S (x , t)  = 0, i.e.
S (x ,t)  =  inf 0 (x ,2 o,t) =  0.a^eR3
The infimum of (j)(x,x,o,t) is achieved at the points Xq satisfying V x ^  (:r, Zq, t) =  0. 
Thus we must solve 4> t) =  0 and (x ,Xq, t) =  0 simultaneously. This gives
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Figure 3.6: Evolving zero potential pre-wavefronts for Sq =  \ xqUq
l
o
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x
Figure 3.7: Zero potential wavefront for Sq = \xfaiQ.
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the equation of the wavefront as
20
4 x  + x  8 y -  — y  -  - r  +  4 y  [ y  +  - =  0 , (3.8)
t °  t 2 j  ' V ' ' t
which is the straight line pair x  = 0 and the tricorn, see [16]. This triple cusped hypo- 
cycloid, is shown in Figure 3.7. In Figure 3.8 we look at the wavefront for So = \xfyo  
evolving with time and we notice that as t  —► 0  the wavefront tends to the lines y  = 0  
and x  = 0. Furthermore, as t  —> oo, the triple cusped hypo-cycloid focuses to a point 
at the origin, leaving the wavefront as the vertical line x  = 0 .
t  -> 0 . 1 t  -> 0 . 4 t  ^  0 . 7 t  —i 1 .
2 2 2
7 7
2
o \ /
/
- 2  ( _ 2 ) 2 2 ) 2 2 2
t  -> 1 . 3 t  -» 1 . 6 t  -> 1 . 9 t  -> 2 . 2
2 2 2 2
0 ^ 7 0 7 0 r 0 r
- 2 ) 2 _ 2 ) 2 2 ) 2 2 2
t  -» 2 . 5 t  -> 2 . 8 t  -> 3 . 1 t  -> 3 . 4
2 2 2
0 ^r 0 ■> 0 ' f 0 ’
- 9 - 9 - 9
- 2 - 2  0 2 - 2  0 2
Figure 3.8: Evolving zero potential wavefronts for So = |# o 2/o-
Returning to the pre-wavefront (3.7), we may use the parametric equation of an ellipse 
to simplify the earlier equation thus reducing it to the pair of parametric equations
2 ) = ( 4 ^ )  ’ ( 3 ' 9 )
where 6 £ [0, 2tt). N o w , in order to calculate the wavefront we must apply the classical 
mechanical flow
x  \  (  x q \  (  x °y°l V
y j  \  yo j  \  - f
which yields the wavefront as the pair of parametric equations
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This provides us with an alternate way of computing the pre-wavefront and wavefront 
tha t can be a more efficient for plotting purposes.
yo
- 2
- 2
Figure 3.9: Zero potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront for So = \xlyo-
It is interesting to look at a plot of the pre-curves on common axes as in Figure 3.9. 
We can calculate exactly the meeting points of the pre-caustic and pre-wavefront by 
substituting into 4> (xjQ,t) = 0  the explicit expression yo = yo (xo,£) of the pre-caustic
(3.2). Hence the pre-curves will meet at the solutions xq of (f)(xo,yo (Xo,t) ,£) =  0. 
Evaluating this yields a polynomial of order six in x q , namely
^ 4  (*24  -  j )  =  o-
This is easily solved for x Q = x 0 (t) and substituting these solutions into our pre­
caustic allows us to express the meeting points of the pre-caustic and pre-wavefront
as (0, — j ) ,  and ^  j , where the first occurs with multiplicity 4.
y
- l
- l
Figure 3.10: Zero potential caustic and wavefront for So =  \x1yo-
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We may also compare the wavefront of the heat equation to the caustic of Bur­
gers’ equation, as in Figure 3.10. In a similar fashion, we can calculate the meeting 
points by substituting the caustic equation y = y(x,  t ) into the wavefront expression 
0 t) = 0. Doing so we obtain, after a little simplification,
4 /  2 18 4 135 2 27 \  „
* r  + d x * - ^ + w ) = 0 - (311)
Solving for x  =  x  (t ) and putting these solutions into our caustic y =  y(x,  t) gives
the positions of the meeting points as (0, —7 ), and ^ ^ 7 ,^ Clearly we
are not concerned with the complex solutions of equation (3.11), since these give rise 
to a pair of complex points.
3.1.2 Linear Potential
We shall consider the case of a linear potential of the form V  (x ) =  k x , then the heat 
equation becomes,
du y? k
—— — A  U  7: XU.
dt  2  fi2
The Green’s function for this case of the linear potential is given by equation (2.20) 
as
j  ( x - x q ) 2  (y-yo)2 k t  t  | \  | k 2 t 3
G ( x ,x 0,t) = - — r  e 2^  2 n?t +
Z7T LL I
which yields the phase function as
* ( * * . ,* )  =  +  ( y ^ o f  +  |  (x +  X0) _  W  +  £ |o  (3 .12)
Then as discussed earlier in Section 2.2.2, the pre-caustic is given by equation (2.23),
namely
1 »■«,
Det =  0 ,t dx%
which for our case of So {xq) = ^xfyo simply becomes
y0 =  tx 2Q -  j .  (3.13)
Observe tha t this is exactly the same as the pre-caustic in the zero potential case, 
equation (3.2) in Section 3.1.1, and we refer the reader to Figures 3.1 and 3.2. We are 
now presented with two options for calculating the caustic of the Burgers’ equation. 
We may substitute into the classical mechanical flow
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the yo in equation (3.13), to give a parametric form of the caustic as
Alternatively, since we are dealing with a relatively simple S q ( x q ) ,  we may eliminate
equation (3.14). This yields the equation for the caustic as a semi-cubical parabola
If we look at doing the yo integral by the Laplace method, see Section 1.4, then we 
will obtain a solution of the form,
Once again we see that we have the canonical form of the the cusp catastrophe, the 
distinctive quartic polynomial with no cubic term, see [3]. It is easier, in this case, 
to work with the explicit equation rather than the parametric form. We shall now 
choose a value of k = 5, then Figure 3.11 shows the movement of the cusp while under 
the linear acceleration in the x  direction.
Next, by equation (2.24), we may calculate the pre-wavefront as
Note that, as expected, when k 0 we obtain the zero potential case of the pre­
wavefront, see equation (3.7). Observe that the pre-wavefront is simply a quadratic 
in yo which may be solved to  give
the xq and yo variables from the pre-caustic (3.13) and the classical mechanical flow
which gives the explicit equation for the caustic as
(3.15)
eAxl+Bxl+Cx0+D ^ (3.16)
where T0 (a?o) is a convergence factor and we have
t v k t
g^o +  - | ( l  +  t»b)zo +  fct(l +  tyo) x» +  ~ 3 ~ =  °- (3.17)
tk  1 1
Xq 2 1 2y/3txo
^ A t Ak2 — 12t2kx0 +  3xq — 3t2Xo-
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Figure 3.11: Evolving linear potential caustics for S q =  \ x q Vq with k  = 5
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Figure 3.12: Evolving linear potential pre-wavefronts for Sq =  \ xqUq with k =
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Then the pre-wavefront can only exist for the values of xq and t satisfying the in­
equality
4t4k2 — 12t2kxo -I- 3x1 ~  3t2%o >  0 ,
for a chosen value of k. Choosing a values of k = 5 gives the pre-wavefront, shown in 
Figure 3.12, as
+  y ( 1 +  ty°) xo +  U +  tyo) xo +  ~Y~  =  0 -
Notice that the pre-wavefront splits into a pair of regions, one tending to yo = oo 
and the other to y0 =  — oo as we approach x Q = 0 from either side. We can give an 
interpretation of this. Recall tha t the pre-wavefront may be expressed as a quadratic 
in yo which we solved above, so that in our example k = 5 we have the solutions
yo = ——  — ±  — -L— \F i^ t^ ~ --^ ^ x o ~ + ~ 3 ^ ^ -^ ^ ^ .
Xo 21 2y/3txo v
This tells us that the pre-wavefront can only exist for xq and t satisfying the inequality
100t4 — 60t2a;o +  3xI — 3t2XQ >  0.
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Figure 3.13: Linear potential pre-wavefront generator for So =  \x1yo with k =  5.
We may look at the behaviour of this function over time, as shown in Figure 3.13, 
where the positive parts represent the regions on which the pre-wavefront is well 
defined. However we see that, in some instances, we have only one interval, yet the 
pre-wavefront has split into a two parts. This is due to the factor of ^  which creates 
a problem point at x 0 = 0, giving y0 —*► oo as x 0 —> 0“ and y0 —> —oo as x 0 —> 0+ . We
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t  -» 0 . 1  t  -» 0 . 4  t  -> 0 . 7 t  -> 1 .
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Figure 3.14: Evolving linear potential wavefronts for S q = \ x $ y Q  with k  = 5
can calculate exactly the zero points of the inequality in terms of time t, but solving 
a quartic can become rather clumsy.
We are fortunate that we may calculate the wavefront exactly by eliminating xq and 
y 0 from the pre-wavefront by using the classical mechanical flow. Hence we obtain 
the implicit form of the wavefront as
4*19
1728x6 +  5184k t 2x 5 +  —  ( 8 t 2y 2 -  20t y  -  1 +  11 k 2t 6)  x 4 
+864k  [8 (1 +  t y ) 2 -  27 +  k 2t 6] x 3 
+ ^  [48y  (1  +  t y ) 3 +  2k 2t 5 ( 4 0 t 2y 2 +  260t y  +  463) -  llfc4*11] x 2
3 6k+ - ^ -  [48 (1 +  ty)3 (2 +  ty) — 2k2t6 ( 8 t2y2 +  8 8 ty  +  16l) +  k4t 12] x
—k2 [144 (1 +  ty)3 (4 +  ty) — 3k2t6 ( 8 t2y2 +  124ty  +  359) +  k4t 12] = 0,
(3.18)
which is shown in Figure 3.14. On comparison of the pre-curves, see Figure 3.15, 
we see tha t for our example t = 1 there are only two meeting points, and these 
have been calculated numerically to be at the positions (—2.14973,3.62135) and
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Figure 3.15: Linear potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront for So = \ xqDq with 
k = 5.
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Figure 3.16: Linear potential caustic and wavefront for So =  \x lyo  with k = 5.
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(—1.22424,0.498774). Also, in the case of the meeting points of the caustic and 
wavefront, see Figure 3.16, we see that they meet at two points which may be found 
numerically to be approximately (—7.43467,5.93203) and (0.665134,1.24816) to 5 
decimal places.
3.1.3 Harmonic Oscillator Potential
Consider the two dimensional heat equation with a harmonic oscillator potential, 
namely
® U  ^  A I ^ /  2 2 , 2 2 \
¥  =  T A u + V (wiX + w *y ^ u -
We know the Mehler heat kernel from Section 2.2.3 is given by
G(x,Xo, t )  =
W\W2
(27t/j? )  sin (wit )  sin (w2t)
x exp W i  /  ( X 2 4- X q )  cos (wit) — 2xXo\ 
2 /i;2 \  sin (w\t) J
_ W 2_ f  (;y2 +  y p  cos (w2t) -  2 yy0 
2y? \  sin (w2t )
Now recall tha t the solution of the heat equation for So (Xq) =  hx^yo is
u
i.e.
u (x, t) =
f  f  x nVo
(x, t) = /  G (x, Xjq, t) e 2m2-dx0dy0,
J r  J R
.......
. /r  J r(27r/i2) sin (u^t) sin (u>2t) 7  7  
where the phase function 0  =  <f) (x, Xq, t) is
■ftfe.ao.Q
e ^  dxQdy0,
4>(x,Xjo,t) =
w 1
2  sin (114 £)
[(x2 +  £§) cos ( w i t )  — 2x x q ]
w2
[(V2 +  2/?) cos (w2t) -  2yy0] +  . (3.19)
2 sin (w2t)
The pre-caustic is given by
tan(iyit)
0
0
W 2 +
yo x 0
X q 0
=  0 .
tan(u>21) J
Evaluating this and re-arranging to obtain yo — yo(xo, t) yields the pre-caustic as
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In Figure 3.17, we have looked at this in the example of a periodic case, where we 
have taken W\ = 2  and u>2 = 3, looking at times from t = 0.1 in steps of 0.1. Care has 
been taken to ensure tha t t is sufficiently small as to allow our simulations to hold. 
Note that in the case of a vanishing potential, i.e. when w = (Wi,W2 ) —> 0, we have 
the same pre-caustic as in the zero potential case, namely
2 1Vo = tx o  -  - .
\  /A V V A A vy
------ "—'
A 7 A
\ j \) A A vv
vy V \ J A A A
- - . — - v y A
V A A A
/ \
\ / V vy 1 A A vy--- —'
^ ^ - - - vy V V1 A A /  \
Figure 3.17: Periodic harmonic oscillator pre-caustics for So = \x^yo with w\ = 2 
and W2  = 3.
In this case the classical mechanical flow is given by
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We may calculate the caustic as y  =  y ( x , t ) by observing that we must eliminate the 
variables x 0 and y 0 from the flow and pre-caustic equations. Doing so will give us the 
caustic y  =  y ( x , t ) as
3 2
y — ~ x 3  y 2
iui tan (w2 t)
sin (wit) W2 cos (W2 t ) J  tan (w \t)
w  i
COS (W2t) . (3.22)
If we return to our solution of the heat equation and compute the y Q integral by the 
Laplace method, see Section 1.4, then we have
u  (x ,  t )  ~
WiW2
27rfi2 y  s m ( w i t )  s i n f u ^ t )
f  T0 (X q  ) 
J R
x exp tan(u;2t)
8/J?W2
Xr
+■
W\X
1
v
-Xq ~
y +
W\
cos(w2t) tan(w it) 
2W iX‘
1
H2 s i n ( w i t )  2 f i2 t & n ( w i t )  
f  ^ o ( x o ) e ^ +Sx°+ c *'’+ i, dxo,
27Tfi2 Y sin(u;it) sin(7n2t) 7r
for a convergence factor To (xo) and where the functions A, B,  C  and D  are defined in 
the natural sense. This again is just the canonical form of the cusp catastrophe, see 
[3], where we see tha t the effect of the addition of the harmonic oscillator potential 
was to make it periodic. We illustrate an example of a periodic case in Figure 3.18, 
where we look at the caustic for w\ = 2 and W2  = 3 and for various times in steps of 
0.1 from t  = 0.1. We can clearly see that as W\ and W2 tend to zero our caustic tends 
to the zero potential caustic, namely
x 2 \ 3 1
V = 2 \ T )  - ( •
It is easy to compute the equation of the pre-wavefront as
W\
2  sin ( w \ t )
w 2 
2  sin (w2 1)
, . sin ( w i  t )  \ o
Xq c o s  [W i t )  H------------------- X0yo  +  x 0W1
COS (W i t )
I , sin (w it)
- 2  xq cos ( w i t )  4------  x 0yo  ) x QW\
yo  cos ( w 2t )  +
sin (w2 t) Xq x 2
w2 + yl
- 2  [ y o  cos ( w 2t )  +
sin ( w 2t )  x  
w 2
cos (W2 t)
f )  2/0} + \ X°y° = °'
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-----------
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Figure 3.18: Periodic harmonic oscillator caustics for So = ^XqI/o with w\ = 2 and 
w2 = 3.
The condition for this to be periodic in time is that
W i  p
w2 q ’
where p and q are co-prime integers, the time period being pT\ — qT2, with
_  Tk . _  27t
T\ =  — , and T2 =  — .
w i w2
This may be simplified to obtain the following equation which may be considered as
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a quadratic in Xq or y0, 
sj ^ 2t)cos(W2t ) x t  + sin ^ t )  cos (|#it)^
+ Q  -  sin2 (tnit) -  ( W ) \  x2yo _  s;n (U!lt) cos (uijtjxjj (3.23)
U)2 / \ / 0
— — sin (w2t) cos (iy2^ 2/o =  °>
and it is a simple matter to show that as W\ and w2 tend to zero we obtain the 
corresponding zero potential pre-wavefront, namely equation (3.7)
|®o +  \ x lv l  +  \ x oVo = 0 -
Figure 3.19 shows our periodic case of the pre-wavefront, where we notice that, for 
certain times, the pre-wavefront is a deformed ellipse which is similar to the zero 
potential case. We shall call this deformed ellipse shape, caused by fusing the line 
pair with the ellipse, the “kneecap singularity” . Let us illustrate how we may calculate 
directly the times for which the kneecap singularity may exist. If we let yo -h► 0 in 
the expression for the pre-wavefront then this reduces to a quartic in Xo, namely
sin (w2t) cos (w2t) 4 w1 . 2 n   Xq — — sin {wit) cos (wit)XQ =  0 .
ow2 2
Clearly then, two roots of the quartic occur at Xq = 0 leaving the quadratic equation,
o , sin (wit) cos (wit)x \  -  iw lWi . 1  =  0 ,
sm \w2t) cos \w2t)
which has roots
In sin (wvt) cos (wit)
x0 = ± 2 a ----- 7— it-V sin (w2t) cos \w2t)
Thus, we may only obtain a kneecap singularity when the following inequality is 
satisfied,
sin (w \t) cos (w \t)
W\W2 — —  ----- -— -  > 0 .
sm \w2t) cos [w2t)
In the case of our example W\ = 2 and w2 =  3, we see tha t the kneecap can only 
occur for the times corresponding to the positive parts of Figure 3.20, which are the 
time intervals (0 , | ) ,  ( | , | ) ,  ( ^ ,  and with repetitions every 7r.
The wavefront is calculated by eliminating Xo and yo from the equation of the pre­
wavefront and the flow equations. This yields, after some re-arrangement, the equa-
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tion,
4 wf
tan (wit) taxi(w2 t) 
w}+
tan 2(wit)
4w\ (3cos2(w2t) -  l)  o 4wi 
- y  +
w\
s i n (w2 t) tan(iwit) sin(iU2 0  tan(w2 )^ V cos2(iuit)
4 - 9
+- (s- 36 + 27
tan2(wit) t a ir ^ O  \  cos2(tM ) cos4(w\t)
^  2wi ^ 2w% (3cos2(w2t) — 2) 4
tan(iy!<) j  sin2(w2t) tan(tt?2t)
2wi Wo+
+
tan(iuit) sin3(tu2t) 
2 w2 i
4 (2cos2(w2£) — l) +
(8 -  9cos2 (u;2t))
cos2(wit)
+
tan2(tuit) sin2(tU2£) tam(w2t) 
2w\ w%
4 (3 — 2sin2(iU2£)) +
3 (6sin2(^2<) — 2)
4 -tajx3(wit) sm(w2 t)taxi2(w2 t) \  cos2(wit)J^  tan2(it;it) t&n3(w2 t)
cos2(wit)
2w\
4w%
tan2(^2 )^
4 , 4lylV + +
2w\
t&n(wit) cos(w2 t) tan2(iuit) \  cos2(iuii)1 +
+ 4 wf
tan3(^it) cos(it;2 )^ tan4(iui<)
J£i \  =
i w t  J (3.24)
Again, this is periodic in time if ^  =  2 with co-prime integers p  and q. It is a little 
messy to show, but has actually been verified, that as W\ and u>2 tend to zero, we 
obtain the same result as the zero potential case, namely equation (3.8)
x
Ax4 +  [ 8y2 -  ^  ) -h 4y
t2
=  0 .
Figure 3.21 shows the periodic wavefront in time steps of 0.1 starting at t = 0.1. The 
shape can be thought of as the fusing of the tricorn and the line pair witnessed in the 
zero potential case.
We may compute exactly the positions of the meeting points of the pre-caustic and 
pre-wavefront but the expression is quite complex. We shall only mention that to 
find these meeting points one must eliminate yo from the expressions of the pre­
caustic, equation (3.20), and pre-wavefront, equation (3.23), and look at the zeros of 
the resulting cubic in x%. The real solutions, for xq, will give the Xq position of the 
meeting points and the corresponding yo position may be easily found by substitution 
into the pre-caustic, equation (3.20). Figure 3.22 shows an example of the meeting 
points for W\ =  2 and W2 =  3 for time t = 1, where we can see that they cross at the 
points (9.32998,3.22084) and (—9.32998,3.22084) which are given approximately.
We may also consider the meeting points of the caustic and wavefront, as depicted for 
our periodic case at time t = 1 in Figure 3.23. Similarly to the meeting points of the
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ft f t 11 f t 1XX X
f t f t = X X X X X
X X XX 1 f t Y X
X f t f t 1 f t X X
f t II 1 1 f t XX f t
• f t x X X X X X
X X=*=ft VY X
X J L ft 1 11 f t f t
11 11 f t X : X XX f t
f t = * = X X X X X X
X X = < f t f t XX X
. f t f t 1) f t X < S 1 1
Figure 3.19: Periodic harmonic oscillator pre-wavefronts for So = |^ o 2/o with W\ = 2 
and w2 = 3.
pre-caustic and pre-wavefront, we may calculate the positions of intersection at ap­
proximately (-17.545,5.236), (-0 .022,-0 .834), (0.022,-0.834) and (17.545,5.236). 
This is an interesting case to look at. In the previous cases, we had the same amount 
of points of intersection of the pre-caustic and pre-wavefront as we had for the caustic 
and wavefront. However in the case we have only 2 points of intersection on the pre­
curves, whilst we have 4 distinct points where the wavefront and caustic meet.
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Figure 3.20:
Harmonic oscillator pre-wavefront generator for So =  \xlyo  with k
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y X X x J L V1 V . X
X X /X J L X A A
/INX XX J LA X X x
V X X XX X X AX X X X X T X X X
X XX XXw V/ X
X X XX X X X X
'  » ~ 
A XXX X X $ X\  / X
X X X J L V X X X
X /X X XX A A X
X X X X X X X V V
JL C y 7 X X y X $ X
Figure 3.21: Periodic harmonic oscillator wavefronts for Sq = \ xqUq with W\ =  2 and 
w2 =  3.
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Figure 3.22: Harmonic oscillator pre-caustic and pre-wavefront for So = ^xlyo with 
w\ = 2 and W2  = 3.
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Figure 3.23: Harmonic oscillator caustic and wavefront for So =  \xqHq with W\ = 2 
and W2 = 3.
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3.2 The N oisy  Case
We now study the effects of a linear noise term — -j^u o dWt upon the singularities 
in the previous section. We provide an analysis and produce exact formulae for the 
singularities of the stochastic heat and Burgers’ equations for the same potentials as 
discussed previously. We shall see that the addition of a noisy term doesn’t effect the 
overall geometry of the cusp caustic and moreover, there is no effect whatsoever upon 
the pre-caustic curves.
3.2.1 Zero Potential
In the case of our initial condition for the polynomial cusp, i.e. <So(£o) =  \x fyo , the 
caustic of the stochastic Burgers’ equation is given by
1 +  ty0 txo 
tx  o 1 =  0 ,
as in the original case without noise. So the equation of the pre-caustic that we obtain 
is just the parabola
Vo =  tx l  -  i, (3.25)
which we obtained earlier in the classical zero potential case, shown in Figure 3.1. 
Then V ^0(x , x$,t) = 0 gives yo = y — and after doing the yo integration we 
have phase function
£o, *) = ~ ^ x o +  \  ( v  +  ^  x l +  \  w s ds ~  ^  x o
+ i T t + x W ' - i J o w * ds+CJr )
This gives the solution of the stochastic heat equation with a zero potential as
1 r <ft(j.ao .0
U (x, t ) ~  2 ^ 2 1  J  Tq (x °) e 2 d x °
/  To (xo) eAzo+Bxo+Cx°+D dxo, 
27Tfl t J
for the convergence factor T0 (xq) and where
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We see that the addition of a noisy terms has little effect upon the canonical form of 
the cusp catastrophe. Now, in order to perform the xo integration we need to look at 
the dominant term coming from — q, namely
d(j) _  t  3 : f  t t 1
Oxq 2X° + + 1) X° + 1 ( /  Ws dS ~  X>)  = °
Recall that the condition for caustics in the stochastic Burgers’ equation is that 
=  0, which is just our pre-caustic y0 = tx § —7 , equation (3.25). Then eliminatingDxq
yo from =  0  gives us again that
Xo=±y i
Finally, substituting for xq into | ^  =  0 we see that the caustic is governed by the 
equation
H ) ’ - §  ( - j f
or for y = y(x , t) we have the equation of the caustic as
2
y =  — r  ( x — f  W, d s \  3 -  j .  (3.26)
\  Jo  j  t
This has been calculated exactly, with no numerical analysis involved. Notice how
it is similar to the original classical case but differs only by a random displacement
°f — I J J W . (u) ds in the x  direction. Figure 3.24 is an example of what this may 
look like for some t  > 0. For details of how this has been plotted, with regard to 
approximating the randomness of the function, see Appendix B.3.
-4 -2
-1
Figure 3.24: Zero potential caustic for So =  fyo with noise.
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We may also look at the expectation and variance of this random displacement. The 
expectation is simply
E f  Wa(u) ds = f  E[Ws(uj)}ds = 0, 
Jo J Jo
whilst for the variance we have
»t
Var j f  W,(u>) ds  =  E ( j f  W.(w) ds - E [  Ws(oj) ds
Jo
[  f  E [W8(u)Wr(u)\ ds dr 
Jo Jo
n inf{s,r} ds dr
&
3 '
Recall tha t in Section 2.3.1 we showed how to calculate a general pre-wavefront, given 
by equation (2.37). Applying this to our initial condition So =  §#o2/o gives the pre­
wavefront for the solution to the above stochastic heat equation as equation (3.27), 
and Figure 3.25 is an example of this pre-wavefront.
g^o +  2 ^ 02/0 +  +  { xo +  txoyo +
t w - “ )
Wt
2
(3.27)
Notice the similarities between Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.25, particularly tha t Figure 
3.25 is equivalent to our ellipse and straight line from the classical case in Figure 3.5. 
We can see that the ellipse has been torn apart and that the straight line £o =  0 has 
been widened and, in fact, now forms a vertical asymptotic. Similarly to the classical 
case of zero potential, the pre-wavefront is a quadratic in yo and may be solved to 
give y0 =  y0 (x0, t ) as
= -  { i + 5 )  * ^ ~ t2xt+xl - 4tXoWt+4 { tWt ~ j f  ^ ds) 2" 8C (t)-yo =
Firstly, this explains the singularity as xq ► 0, why the pre-wavefront splits, and 
secondly, we see tha t the existence of the pre-wavefront is entirely dependent upon 
the inequality
~ t 2 X o -1- X q -  4txoWt + 4 ( tW t ~  f o W* d s j^ ~  8 C (t) > 0.
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The equation for the wavefront of the heat equation is extremely untidy, 
Ax6 +  24 ( t W t ~ Jo W* x5
48 ( tW t -  J  Wa ds'j +  ^  (8t2y2 -  2Oty -  l)  +  24< (t)
24 ( t W t -  j *  Wa d s j  C(t) +  j  (4t2y2 - t y -  5) Wt
(8t2y2 -  20ty -  l)  J *  Wa ds +  8 ( t W t -  J *  Wa ds j^
(1 +  ty)3 +  16 (1 +  ty f  W 2 +  ^  ( l6t2y2 -  58ty +  7) (^J Wa ds'j
(4 t2y2 -  t y - 5) Wt J  Wa ds +  ^  (4 t2y2 -  ty -  5) C (t)
+48 ( t W t -  J *  Wa ds)  C (t ) +  24C ( t f  
|  (1 +  ty)4 Wt - ^ (  1 +  ty)3 Wt -  y  (1 +  ty) Wt [ J *  Ws ds
- £ ( 1 - 2  t y ) ( J * W a ds^ + j ( l  +  ty)2 WtC(t)
r t  /  r-t
+
- £  (At2y2 — ty — b) Ws ds( (t) +  24 ( t W t -  J  Wa d s j  C ( t f  
£  (1 +  ty)4 C (t) -  £  (1 +  ty)3 Wa ds'j +  p  (1 +  t y f  C ( t f
~ ¥ {1 + t y ) { J o Wsds)  c(*) + f +32C(*)c =  0. (3.28)
This is depicted in Figure 3.26 for some t  > 0.
It is interesting to look at a comparison of the pre-caustic and the pre-wavefront in 
this case as in Figure 3.27. We can calculate the position where the pre-caustic and 
pre-wavefront meet by eliminating yo from the equations of the pre-caustic (3.25) and 
pre-wavefront (3.27) to obtain a sixth order polynomial in xq,
+  t2Wtx 30 +  W, j f  W . d s - I  ( J *  W s d s )  +  =  0 .
We cannot directly solve a sixth order polynomial, but in the case of our example, 
we may numerically compute the Xo positions of our meeting points and then use 
the computed values to calculate the yo position. Doing so gives the positions of the 
meeting points of the pre-caustic and pre-wavefront in our example as approximately 
(-1.2952,0.6775) and (1.7867,2.1922).
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Figure 3.25: Zero potential pre-wavefront for S q = \x^yo with noise.
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x
Figure 3.26: Zero potential wavefront for Sq = \x^yQ with noise.
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Figure 3.27: Zero potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront for S q =  \ xqUq with noise.
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Figure 3.28: Zero potential caustic and wavefront for So =  \x \yo  with noise.
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We can also see how the wavefront of the heat equation fits in with the caustic for the 
Burgers’ equation, Figure 3.28. Solving numerically we see that the curves in our ex­
ample meet at (0.9689,1.5163), (2.2266,0.4138), (4.6889,1.0066) and (8.8451,3.7884) 
to 4 decimal places.
3.2.2 Linear Potential
In the noisy linear potential case with So (a^) =  \x fyo , the pre-caustic of the stochastic 
heat equation (2.49) is given by exactly the same method used in the zero potential 
case, i.e.
1 .  d2S0
t^ 3 ^  dx%
= 0.
Hence, the pre-caustic remains unchanged as
y0 = tx 0 -  - , (3.29)
which is depicted in Figure 3.1. Now recall that we have phase function given by
v2 - n2 'Att
(3.30)<t> (x, £ o , t) = ^  -I- ^  + F ( t ) x  + k ( t ) x 0 + l (t ) +  X°y°
2 1 2 1
for the F(t ) ,  k ( t ) and l(t)  calculated earlier in Section 2.3.2. Then our classical 
mechanical flow is given by equation (2.51) as
x0
yo
+ 1 k (t) 
0
+ 1 xoVoT 2
2
(3.31)
y
-5 1 0- 1 0
Figure 3.29: Linear potential caustic for So = \xfyo  with k = 5 and noise for a  —► 1.
Using these simultaneous equations to eliminate the xq and yo variables from the 
pre-caustic (3.29), we obtain the caustic as
y = -n -(x  - t k { t ) Y  -  i  (3.32)
2t3 i
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Going back to the solution of the heat equation, if we do the yo integral by the Laplace 
method, see section 1.4, then we have solution
u(x , t )  ~  - i —  / r 0 ( i 0) e “ ^ b ^ +^ !'+ ‘^ +^ (,)“ ! ^ o+^ +F<‘)l+!(,)l  * 0 ,27rfi t yK
-  T^-57 [  T0 (x0)eA*,o+B4+c*°+D dxo,27Tfl t JflL
which again is just the canonical form of the cusp catastrophe.
By using the calculated value of k (t) given in equation (2.47) we obtain the equation 
of the caustic as
3 /  K t 2 Wr , f r Wa , , \  * 1y = —f  I x    a t  —  dr + a t  /  —  ds dr ) -----, (3.33)
2 * 3  V  2  Jo r Jo Jo r2 J t
which, for our example, looks as in Figure 3.29. Recall that the pre-wavefront was
2 :given by equation (2.52), which for So (a^) =  Ixfyo  is calculated as
- y  +  y^ j  +  +  xo (F  ( t ) +  k ( t ) )  (ty0 +  l )  +  tk  (t ) ^ F  ( t ) -\— y ^  +  /  (£) — 0 .
(3.34)
Using our values of F  (t), k( t )  and I (t ) from equations (2.46), (2.47),and (2.48), we 
can write the equation of the pre-wavefront for the noisy linear case, in full, as
0  =  0 - +  iVo)
/  a  F  F W  F  F  W.
-fzo (1 +  ty0) ( K t  -  aW t +  — /  Ws ds + a  —  dr -  a  /  —  ds dr 
\  t Jo Jo r Jo Jo r
K 2t3 aK f* , ctK /“  [r T , , a2 f ‘ „ , 2 ,
—— / rVFr dr -\— — / / Ws ds dr — — Wr dr 
2  7o % Jo Jo 2  7o24
This is shown, for a sample Wiener process, in Figure 3.30, where we can see sim­
ilarities between the previous cases. The wavefront is given by using the classical 
mechanical flow (3.31) to eliminate the X q  and y o  terms, see Figure 3.31, which gives
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the equation of the wavefront as
r e + ¥ F ^ + \
8  ,  20 1 .o 2 4 ,, /
j 2V - - ^ y - ^  + 4SF(t )  + — l{ t ) X
{S'+4 { f z F  W y 1 + |  [9* W - F  (*)] y + SF ( t f  +  \ f  (t) 1 2 1 M -  ¥
+ 2
/  2  4 6
\ f i y  + T*
3 2
V + 1
2
+  16F ( t f  + 36F  (t ) k (t ) -  9k ( t f  -  ~L (t)
+ 7- ^ F ( t ) k  (t) + ™k  ( t f  -  (t) + 48F  ( t f  I (t) + j l  ( t f  \  x2
+ 4 ^ F ( t ) y i  + ^ [ 4 F ( t )  + k( t ) ]y3 + -t ^ F ( t )  + ^ k ( t )  + 8 F( t ) l ( t )
2
+ ~t j , F ( t )  + | k  (t) -  9F  (t) k ( t f  + j F  (t) l ( t )  + j F  (t) I (t )
2  2  18  2 7
+ - F  01) +  01) -  (t) k ( t f  -  — k  0t f  +  (t) I (t)
_
t 2 t2
16
t3
36+ — /c(t)/(t)  +  24F
V W2/4- ^ k w2 ~ w
k { t f  ~  (t) +  18fc { t f  I (t) -  y 1 ( t f
2 7  8
y - f ; k { t f - ^ k { t f  + ^ l { t )
£
¥ ' t 6
(f)2 / (t) + | | i  (t)2 + 32/ (t)3 = 0, (3.36)
for the F  {t), k{t)  and I {t) given in equations (2.46), (2.47) and (2.48).
Figure 3.32 shows tha t the pre-caustic and pre-wavefront meet at a pair of points 
in our example. While we cannot exactly calculate these points, we may find their 
location numerically, which gives them approximately as (—1.48965,1.21905) and 
(1.08254,0.171904).
Again we can numerically calculate the 4 points where the caustic and wavefront meet. 
They are approximately at the positions (—6.80559,2.32857), (—4.08472,0.0488774), 
(-3 .11051,-0 .2) and (-2.23136,0.757856) as shown in Figure 3.33.
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- 1 0
- 1 0 - 5 5 100
Figure 3.30: Linear potential pre-wavefront for So = \xfyo with k = 5 and noise for 
a  —*■ 1 .
1 0
- 5
- 1 0
5 1 0- 1 0 - 5 0
Figure 3.31: Linear potential wavefront for Sq = ^x^yo with k = 5 and noise for
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10- 1 0 -5
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Figure 3.32: Linear potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront for So = \ xqUo with k — 5 
and noise for a  —» 1.
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10- 1 0
X
Figure 3.33: Linear potential caustic and wavefront for So =  ^oVo  with k — 5 and 
noise for a  —> 1.
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3.2.3 Harmonic Oscillator Potential
In the case 
function is
of the noisy harmonic oscillator potential with S q (xq) =  ^xjjyo, the phase
W]_ ( (x -  x 0 f  cos(wit) -  2xx0\  , w2 ( ( y -  yo) 2 cos{w2t ) -  2 yy0\
H M )  =  y  ^  ) + T y  ------------)
+xW t  . W,lX . f  Wr cosiwir) dr
sm(wit) J0
- Wy X°--- f  Wr cos{wir -  Wit) dr +  T) (t) +  \x lyo ,  (3.37)
sm(wit) Jo 2
+
which gives the classical mechanical flow as
x  \  _  f  xocos{wit) 
y )  ~  I yotos(w2t) ) + ( " S i 0 ) + ( d r )  ■ ^
Here the pre-caustic is exactly the same as in the classical case with a harmonic 
oscillator potential as calculated in equation (3.20) and depicted by Figure 3.17. Using 
the simultaneous equations from the classical mechanical flow, we may eliminate the 
xq and y0 variables from the pre-caustic (3.20) to obtain the equation of the caustic 
as
w l sin(u;2t) cos(w2t) \
2  \^sin(u;it) J \  w2 J
Wl cos(w2t).
Wr cos(w\r — wit) dr — x
tan(wit)
This is shown in Figure 3.34 where we can see the familiar cusp behaviour.
(3.39)
10- 5- 1 0
Figure 3.34: Harmonic oscillator caustic for So = \xoyo with wi =  2 , w2 =  3 and 
noise.
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Turning our attention to the solution of the heat equation, we see that after perform­
ing the y0 integration via the Laplace method, we obtain the phase function
i ( x x  i) = tanM )x4 I f  y .
Sw-2 0 2  \cos(u>2t) tan(w'i^)/
C  . W \ X  \
• / ^  / V^ r cos(w;it -  iM ) d r  —— -r i 0sin {wit) J  o sin (wit) J
J  Wr QOs(w\r) dr'j x+  + ( W t _  ^
2  tan(,u;it) \  sin(if;i£)
, W2V2___________ W2V2 +
2 tan(it;2t) 2  sinfu^t) c o s ^ O
Then the integral solution of the heat equation is
u (x t) ~  ——-  I wiw2 f  j ,  / n
~ ’ 2iTfi2 y sin(u;i£) s i n ^ t )  7 o
-  /  T° (X°) eAB°+B!C°+Ca!o+D dz0,27Tfi2 y sm(u>it) sm(iz;2 )^ 7 o
for a convergence factor To (ro) and where A, B, C  and D  are the obvious coefficients. 
We see that the addition of a harmonic oscillator potential with a noise term does 
little to effect the geometry of the cusp catastrophe. Recall tha t the pre-wavefront in 
this case is given by equation (2.59), which, for our particular 5o (aZo) is simply
2 sin(Wlt) |  (so cos(wi*) +  ^ ^ X o y o  +  f* Wr cos(wir -  Wit) dr)  +  z§J cos(u>ii)
- 2  (z 0 cos(iyit) + ^ xoyo +  fo Wr cos(wir -  wit) dr)  z0 j
{ [(y 0 cos(w2t) +  ) 2 +  2/§] -  2  (yo cos(u*f) +  )  yo2 sin(tW21)
+ (x 0 cos(«;it) +  sm(^ -x0y0 +  f* Wr cos{wir  -  wit) dr )  
x ( Wt ~  s f e  fo w r cos(wr) dr)
+ i h S )  fo Wr cos(wir ~  wit) dr + V M +  \ x lvo = °> (3-40)
which is just a quadratic in yo and is shown in Figure 3.35. We may eliminate the 
variables in xq and y0 to find the wavefront, but the result is far too untidy to be 
worth expressing here, and is shown in Figure 3.36.
Comparing the pre-caustic and the pre-wavefront, we see tha t they meet in a pair of 
points, which may be calculated numerically as (0.955925,0.871896) and 
(12.3625, —6.34649). The caustic and wavefront meet at 2 points which we can de­
termine numerically to be (—40.2566,9.87755) and (0.540013, —0.84164).
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Figure 3.35: Harmonic oscillator pre-wavefront for So =  \x ^ y o with W\ =  2, u >2 =  3 
and noise.
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Figure 3.36: Harmonic oscillator wavefront for So =  with W\ — 2, tc2 =  3 and
noise.
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Figure 3.37: Harmonic oscillator pre-caustic and pre-wavefront for So = \xqIJo with 
W\ = 2, W2 = 3 and noise.
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X
Figure 3.38: Harmonic oscillator caustic and wavefront for So = \x lyo  with w\ = 2, 
W2 — 3 and noise.
Chapter 4 
Butterfly and Fish
We give some explicit examples of the singularities of the heat and Burgers’ equations 
for the initial condition So (x^) = xfyo +  xfizo, with and without noise terms. We do 
so for the cases of the zero potential V  (x) = 0, the linear potential V  (x) = —kx  and 
the harmonic oscillator potential V  (x) = — \  (w2x 2 4 - w^y2 4- w%z2).
4.1 Classical Case
In this section we discuss the singularities of the classical heat and Burgers’ equations 
for the case’s of the above potentials. We shall see that, for this three dimensional 
example, the generic caustic is tha t of the butterfly catastrophe as covered in [3]. The 
introduction of the aforementioned potential terms does little to effect the overall 
geometry of the butterfly.
4.1.1 Zero Potential
For the case of the butterfly caustic the polynomial phase function is determined by 
taking Sq(x0) =  xfyo 4 - x 2z0. Then the pre-caustic for the Burgers’ equation is given 
by
1 4- Qtxoyo 4- 2tzo 3tx% 2txo
3txl 1 0  =  0 ,
2txo 0  1
so tha t we have
1 4- Gtxoyo 4- 2 tz0 — 9t2XQ — 4t2x% = 0 .
By rearranging for zq = zo(xo,yo,t) we have the pre-caustic as
z0 = T^txo +  2txl -  3x0y0 -  (4.1)
and, for some t > 0, this looks like as in Figure 4.1. It is useful, as we shall see later, 
to look at several slices along the yo-axis of the pre-caustic, as in Figure 4.2, where
91
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2 0 0
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Figure 4.1: Zero potential pre-caustic for S q =  x f y o  4- x ^ zq
Yo ~  2
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2 0 2
Yo -» 0
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2 0 2
Yo -» 2
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20
2 0 2
Figure 4.2: Slices of the zero potential pre-caustic for Sq =  x ly 0 + XqZq.
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we have taken slices through yo =  —2 , 0, 2 . One question to ask here is ‘W hat about 
the big picture?’. Well, we can show that the pre-caustic has only one ‘valley’, i.e. 
path of points of minima. Simple calculus tells us that the critical points occur when 
| ^  =  0 , i.e. when
dZn O
—  =  18txl +  4tx0 - 3 y 0 = 0.
OX 0
This gives us the path that the critical points lie on
2
Vo =  - t o o  (9Tg  +  2 ) .
We are really interested in the nature of these critical points, so we need to look at 
how changes, i.e. we need to look at the second derivative
| * = 5 4 t e 3  + 4t.
Then clearly, since t > 0 and Xo € R, we have > 0. This shows tha t the region 
for which
9  1
zo > 2 ^ 0  +  2to§ -  3x0y0 -  —,
is convex. Hence there can be only one path of critical points, which is our valley. 
Next we want to find an expression for the caustic. Remember that we have phase 
function
jl/-. ~ ( z - z o ) 2 , ( y - y o f  , (2 - 2 0 ) 2 , _3„. , „ 2 „
<P\3L-,Xjoit) — -----2 1--------------2 1------ -------2 1------
Then setting fe, Xq, t) = 0 gives us
z0 = z -  tog, and y0 = y -  tx\.
Using these to do the zq and yo integrals by Laplace gives us the phase function as
7/ x t t  d 3 (  1 \  o i  x 2(f> (x,Xo, t) = - - x l  -  - x l  + yx*o+ [ z  + - j x 0 -  -Xo +  — , 
and looking at the solution to the heat equation, we have
■ u ( x , t ) ~  L -s -  [  To (xo) eAxo+Bxt+Cxo+Dxl+Bz«+F dxo,
(2 ttm2< )5 J*
where we have a convergence factor To (xq) and
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The avid reader will of course notice that this is the canonical form of the butterfly 
catastrophe, as discussed in [3], a distinctive polynomial of order 6  with no quintic 
term. Next, recall tha t we also need =  0, such that
=  - 3 t x l  -  2txl +  3yx20 +  2 x 0 -  j  = 0 ,
and secondly we need =  0 , i.e.
^  =  -15tXo -  Qtxl +  6yx0 +  2 z^ +  = 0 .
Solving these simultaneously gives us an implicit equation for the caustic, i.e.
64375 4 y q— — x A +  20250047  
t5 t4
18
+ 7
_ 3 6y 
t
V2 75 /  y2
192 +  4900^2 +  —  f 16 -  135^-
y2 u4 (  y2
16— +  21874- +  3 32 +  965^- 
t t6 \ t z
560 (1  n y  1200 ( 1  n 
+ - [ - t + 2 z ) + — { - t + 2 z
- + 2z
i + 2 z ]  +
\ + 2 z
2009 ( \
t 2
-  +  2  z 
t
288j  +  6561^- -h 32 ( 8  H- 2 4 3 ^
1536 ( 1  n Y  2304 (1  n
+ ~ r [ t + 2 z )  + —  \ t + 2 z
1-  + 2z 
t
= 0. (4.2)
This is the butterfly catastrophe, classified by Thom’s catastrophe theory as detailed 
in [3], and shown in Figure 4.3 at an instance of time t > 0. In Figure 4.4 we look 
at several slices along the y-axis of the caustic, where we have taken slices through 
y =  —2, 0, 2. Notice the similarities of the pre-caustic and caustic in this case 
with the results tha t we obtained in the earlier chapter when we considered the cusp 
singularity. Going back to the heat equation, we see that the pre-wavefront is given 
by equation (2.16) with So(xq) = xfyo -1- XqZ0 as
|  [(3^?/o +  2x0z0) 2 +  (xq) 2 +  {xl )2 +  x 30y0 +  x 20z0 = 0 .
We can simplify this to get the implicit equation of the pre-wavefront as
x l  ( L l  + L l  +  ^tx'lyl +  6txayaZo + x0yo +  2 tZo +  zo ) =  0 , (4.3)
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Figure 4.3: Zero potential caustic for Sq = x ly 0 +  x I zq.
y -» -2 y -» 0
- 2
- 4
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- 4
- 4  - 2
- 2
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- 4  - 2
Figure 4.4: Slices of the zero potential caustic for Sq — xfyo +  x l z 0.
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Figure 4.5: Zero potential pre-wavefront for S0 =  x oVo +  x ozo-
Yo -  2 yo -> 0 yo -> 2
- 2
- 4
- 2
- 2
- 4
- 2
- 2
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- 2
Figure 4.6: Slices of the zero potential pre-wavefront for Sq = x ly0 -1- x 'qZq
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which is the plane £ 0  =  0  and the surface generated by
\ x o + + \ txlvl +  GtxoyoZo +  x 0yQ +  2  tz \  + z0 = 0.
For some time t > 0, the pre-wavefront is illustrated in Figure 4.5, and Figure 4.6 
shows slices of this with respect to the y0-axis. It is interesting to see tha t the slice 
through 2/o =  0  gives us a semi-quadratic ellipse in xq and zo, i.e.
x o +  \ xl +  2 tzo +  zo)  =  o ,
or
(x o +  i ) 2 +  (*q +  i t ) 2 + \
( !)  1 a )  w * . 1 a
The semi-quadratic ellipse has centre at the point (0, — with semi-major axis
i
72 ( A  +  p- — 1  ^ and semi-minor axis Also, we see from the above that, for 
non-zero values of yo, we have distorted ellipse-like shapes tending to the left for 
yo < 0 and to the right for y0 >  0 .
We cannot calculate the wavefront for the heat equation in the usual way, i.e. by 
solving <f>(x,XQ,t) = 0 and V = 0 simultaneously. In order to do so would 
involve solving a quintic in x0 and substituting the real solution into a sixth order 
polynomial in x Q. Needless to say, this is very difficult to do, but there is another 
way to plot the wavefront given that we can already plot the pre-wavefront.
We need to look at the points that make up the surface of the pre-wavefront and 
subject each point to the classical mechanical flow given by the mapping
x = Xjo +  tV^Soixjo).
This comes directly from Vxo0 (x ,^ o,t) =  0, so we have the classical mechanical flow 
as
( *o \  /  3zo2/o +  2x0z0 \yo J +  * ( *o J • (4-4)
Zo J \  X q J
Doing this produces the wavefront of the heat equation for So{xjq) =  xfyo +  XqZo as
the fish, the twisted tricorn, see [16], or a twisted triple cusped hypo-cycloid, as in 
Figure 4.7. We can look at slices through the y-axis of this, then at y = —2, 0, 2 we 
have Figure 4.8.
Now compare the pre-caustic to the pre-wavefront. We can calculate the meeting 
curves of these, as shown in Figure 4.9, by using the pre-caustic (4.1) to eliminate z0 
from the pre-wavefront (4.3). This gives an implicit equation of the meeting curves in 
# 0  and yo- We can then numerically apply the pre-caustic (4.1) to obtain the meeting 
curves in R3. Essentially we are formulating a vector (^o, yo ( x q ) , zq (yo(xo), x0) )
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Figure 4.7: Zero potential wavefront for S 0 = xfyo +  x^Zq
y ^ - 2 y -» 0 y 2
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Figure 4.8: Slices of the zero potential wavefront for S0 = x ly 0 +  XqZq
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Zo
- 2
Figure 4.9: Meeting curves of the zero potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront for
So = x ly0 + x lzQ.
Yo -> -2 yo -> 0 y0 -* 2
- 2
-4 -1
-1
- 2
-4
Figure 4.10: Slices of the zero potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront for So = xlyo +
x 20z0.
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Figure 4.11: Meeting curves of the zero potential caustic and wavefront for So =  
xlyo +  xI zq.
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- 2
Figure 4.12: Slices of the zero potential caustic and wavefront for So =  x ly 0 +  x$z0.
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for the meeting curves, but we are not solving directly for yo (xo) which would give 
the curves explicitly. We can also compare the slices tha t we took earlier, as in 
Figure 4.10, which distinctively shows that they meet in four curves. By numerically 
applying the classical mechanical flow (4.4) to the meeting curves of the pre-caustic 
and pre-wavefront, Figure 4.9, we can show the meeting curves of the caustic and 
wavefront, see Figure 4.11. We have used the slices of the caustic and wavefront to 
further illustrate these meeting curves, as in Figure 4.12. Notice the similarities of 
this case to that of the Cusp and Tricorn case, especially in the case where yo = y = 0.
4.1.2 Linear Potential
We now look at the three dimensional heat equation with a linear potential in one 
direction only, i.e.
dut Ai'2 A K x  , ,t t - = TrA iif —ut, (4.5)dt 2 y? ’ v '
where we have phase function given by
, / x (£ — £n) 2 kt , \ t3k2 i 2 / a(j> {x, Zq, t) = ---- —---- + — ( x - x 0) -  —  + x0y0 +  xqzq. (4.6)
We can easily calculate the pre-caustic in this case as it is given by equation (2.23) 
as
9 1
zo = -txQ + 2tx% -  3x0y0 -  —, (4.7)
which is exactly the same as the zero potential pre-caustic, equation (4.1), as illus­
trated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The classical mechanical flow in this case is given by 
equation (2.22) as
j  3xjjyo2zo2o \
4  (4-8)
, *o /
which gives the yo and Zq minimas as
2/0 =  2/ — tx  o and z0 = z — tx%.
We can now use these to calculate the solution after doing the z0 and yo integrals by 
the Laplace method. This gives our phase function as
7 / x t a t a % (  1 \  2 / 1 / x \  x 2 tk k2t3 . .
</>(z,Zo,t) =  - ^ x 60- - x i + y x 30F \ z  F —J t )  X°+ 2t Y X~ ~ 2 T ’  ^ ^
which gives the solution of the heat equation as
u (x, t) ~ -----1 -5- f  To (x0) e^ + ^ + ^ o+ ^ o+ ^ o+ F  dXot (4.10)
(27ry?t)2 JR
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where we have a convergence factor T0 (xo) and
M H S B B a ^ s g m
E2S£S*EsS5£3£2§g§*9****3*f
4
Figure 4.13: Linear potential caustic for So =  Xq?/o +  ^o^o with k = 5.
Notice th a t we still have the canonical form of the butterfly catastrophe. By elimin­
ating x0 from the phase function (4.8) and its first derivative with respect to x0 we
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can obtain the equation of the caustic as
1350000 „ 4  +  540000 ^  _  g ^ )  ^ 3■X
+ | ? { 7  [2 2 - f  (2 z -  1 )] y2 -  ^ f t y
+ „2£
,2
i \ 3
28125&2 +  768 +  ^  (2z - \ )  + ^ ( 2 z -  \ )
- ? ? {  W  +  £  [32 +  «* (2z -  })] /  +  900^ [22 -  f  (2z -  f)] f
_ 2  [ l6 8 7 5 fe 2 _  m  {2z _  I) _  2240 (2lJ _  i)2 _  4»o (2 i _  f ) 3j y
+k  9375k2 +  768 +  ^  (2z -  j )  + (2z -  ±)
+629856^y5 -  ^ |926 ( 2 z  _  I ) 2  y 4  +  8 6 4 |  [ 3 2  +  _  I ) ]  y 3
+ P  [4950fc2 -  10125^ (2z -  i )  -  $  (2z -  I ) 2 - J p S ( 2 z - f ) 3] f  
+84375ft4 +  13824ft2 +  86400f  (2z -  7 ) +  144000^ (2z (2z  -  f)
— 2^576 (2z _  I ) 4 _  3WS4 (2z _  I ) 5 =  0  (4 .1 1 )
which is just the zero potential caustic being displaced in the x  direction by the linear 
potential, as depicted in Figure 4.13.
Simplifying equation (2.24) for our linear potential K_ = (k, 0,0) with initial condition 
So (xq) =  XqDo +  XqZo, we have the equation of the pre-wavefront as
+1*8 +  \  (* +  92/o) xo +  yo (1 +  6tzo) xl
(  1 \  k2t3
+  (3kt2y0 +  2tZo +  zo) x 20 + kt2 \ z 0 + - \  x 0 +  =  0 (4.12)
The pre-wavefront in this case is shown in Figure 4.14 with slices of the pre-wavefront 
illustrated in Figure 4.15. In order to calculate the wavefront in this case we must use 
the same numerical method as in the zero potential case, with classical mechanical 
flow given by equation (4.8). This numerically produces the wavefront as in Figure 
4.16 with slices taken in Figure 4.17.
Comparing the pre-caustic to the pre-wavefront, we compute their meeting curves as 
shown in Figure 4.18. This is done by using the pre-caustic (4.7) to eliminate z0 from 
the pre-wavefront (4.12), which gives an implicit equation of the meeting curves in Xq 
and y0 that we can then numerically apply the pre-caustic (4.7) to, yielding curves 
of intersection in R3. By numerically applying the classical mechanical flow for the 
linear potential case (4.8), we show the meeting curves of the caustic and wavefront, 
see Figure 4.19. We can also compare the slices that we took earlier. For the pre­
caustic and pre-wavefront, we have Figure 4.20, and for the caustic and wavefront we 
have Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.14: Linear potential pre-wavefront for S0 =  XqI/o +  XqZ0 with k — 5
Yo - 2 Yo 0 Yo 2
4 /I 4 VJ
2 y 2
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1/ -4 II -4 A
-4 - 2  0 2 4 - 4  -2  0 2 4 - 4  -2  0 2 4
Figure 4.15: Slices of the linear potential pre-wavefront for So = xfyo +  x%z0  with
k =  5.
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Figure 4.16: Linear potential wavefront for So =  x^yo 4- XqZ0 with k — 5
y -» -2 y -> 0
0 - 5  0 5 10 0 - 5  0 5 10
Figure 4.17: Slices of the linear potential wavefront for So =  ^oVo +  ^o2o with k = 5.
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Figure 4.18: Meeting curves of the linear potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront for 
Sq =  xlyo -1- x^Zq with k = 5.
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Figure 4.19: Meeting curves of the linear potential caustic and wavefront for So 
x%y0 +  x ^Zq w ith k =  5.
Yo -* - 2 Yo -» 0 Yo -* 2
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Figure 4.20: Slices of the linear potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront for Sq —
XqI/o +  XqZq w ith k =  5.
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Figure 4.21: Slices of the linear potential caustic and wavefront for Sq = xfyo +  x\ zq 
with k — 5.
4.1.3 Harmonic Oscillator Potential
In this case we are looking at the three dimensional heat equation with a harmonic 
oscillator potential, equation (2.27), where we have a phase function <fi(x,x0,t) given 
by equation (2.26) as
, ( .v _  Wi ( (x2 +  Sq) COS (wit) -  2xx0\  i w2 ( (y2 + Vo) cos (w2t) -  2yy0\  
~ ’^ 0’ 2  \  sin(w;ii) /  2  \  sin(w 2t) /
, ^ 3  ( { z 2 + zl)cos{wzt) - 2 z z 0\  ,
+  T  (  S ta fo i)  J  +  x °y° + XoZa■
We may calculate the pre-caustic as by using equation (2.30) to obtain an explicit 
form as
z0 = tan (w2t) +  —  tan (w3t) -  y: -  3z02/o- (4.13)
2  w2 w3 2tan{wit)
However it is not possible to obtain an explicit form of the caustic and the wavefront. 
If we look at the phase function in this case, equation (2.28) with So (xq) =  x^yo+x^zo, 
then using the classical mechanical flow, equation (2.29) 0 =  0, we see that
Vo = V tan(“ 2t). 4  and Zq =
tan (w3t)
XT,.
COs(W2 t) W2  COs(w3t) W3
Now, by the Laplace method, see Section 1.4, we see that the phase function becomes
t&n(w2 t) 6 tan(w3t) 4
2 w 2
■xt -
2 w 3
Xn + cos(w2t)
Xr
Z W i  \  x 2 _  W j X  ^  W XX 2
cos(w3t) 2tan(wit) J  X° sm(wit)X° 2tan(wit)
w3y2 tan(w2 t) w3z2 tan(w3t)
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Figure 4.22: Harmonic oscillator potential pre-caustic for So = xfyo + x\zo  with 
W\ = 2, W2 = 3 and — 4.
yo y o -> 0 yo -* 2
10
- 1 0
4 2 0 2 4
10
- 1 0
2 0 2 44
10
- 1 0
4 2 0 2 4
Figure 4.23: Slices of the harmonic oscillator potential pre-caustic for So = XqUo+ x I zq
with W\ =  2, W2  — 3 and W3  = 4.
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This gives the solution of the heat equation as
?/ ( r  t )  ~  ^ /  wiwjwz f  rp f \  A x$+B x$+C x$+D x$+E x0+ F  j
U \ X , l )  -  3 J  Sm{wxt)sik{w2t)sm{w2t) /  J 0  W  e
yl 'K^)2 v «/R
(4.14)
where we have a convergence factor T0  (rro) and
4  _  tan(u;2 t) B  =  tan(w 3 t) ^  y
2w2fP ’ 2u;3/i2 ’ /x2 cos(w2t) ’
D =  - 4 f — * + ^ J ! *  V  E =  Wl X
p,2 \ c o s ( w s t )  2 tan(u;it)y /r2 sin(u;i£) ’
_  u;ix2  w2 ? / 2  tan(w 2 t) W3 2 2  t a n ^ t )
2 /z2 tan (^ it)  2 /i2  2 /i2
Notice that the overall geometry of the butterfly catastrophe is still intact, i.e. we
still have a polynomial of degree 6  with no quintic term. We can further eliminate
the xq variable to obtain the implicit equation of the caustic as
/-j   84375m4mf 4  ,____ 202500m3m4 taji(wst) 3
sin4 (tuit) tan3 (m2 t) ^  m3 sin3 (mi t) sin(u>2 t) tan3 (1 02*)
■ 18w2w% f  225w% L  /  2z ■ mi \    22w2 tan2 (t0 3<)l 2
sin2 (mi t) tan2 (iU2 i) ^ sin2 (m2 1) [ ^cos(mit) tan(mit) J w2 tan(m2 t) "
10K (  2z , wi \ 2
ycos(roit) tan(mit) J
■ 75m2 tan 2 (tt)3 f) /  2 z , w,  \  , 1 2 ^  tan 4 (m3 t ) l  1 2
m§ tan(m2 t) ycos(m it) tan(m it) J m | tan 2 (m2 1) J J
16m2 tan(m 3 t) 
m3 tan 2 (m2 t)
 36mi m2 f 2187m4 4
sin(mit) sin(m2 t) \  sin4 (m2 *) *
._____3m4 tan (m3 1)
m3 sin2 (m2 t) tan 2 (m2 t)
Q4 r  (  2z , mi \  , 32m2 tan 2 (m3 t) 
^cos(m it) tan(m it) J m3 tan(m 2 t) y2
. _ 1 6 m |_  /  2 z , mi X 1 /  - \  2
tan 3 (m2 t) V cos(mit) tan(m it)| )  [ 7 5  (cos(m it) +  t a n S i o )
. 35m2 tan2 (m3 t) /  2z . mi \  , 6 mg tan4 (m3 t) 1 1 
m3 tan (m2 1) \^ cos(mit) tan(mit) J m|tan2 (m2 1) J J *
m2 /  2z 1 mi \ 2  f 6561m| 4
tan(m2 i) \^cos(mit) tan(m it) J y sin4 (m21) "
■ 288m| /  2 z . mi \  , m2 tan 2 (m3 t) 2
sin2 (m2 *) tan 2 (w2 t) [ ycos(m it) tan(m it) J w2 tan(m 2 t) "
1 m i \  To (  2z  . m i \  , m2 t a n 2 (m 3t)  2 1
t a n ( m ii )  1 I I c o s (m it )  t a n ( m ii )  1 m 2 ta n (m 2t )  |
256m3 /  2z _______
tan 3 (m2 1) I cos(mit) ^  t
(4.15)
This is illustrated in Figure 4.24 and slices are also taken in Figure 4.25. Again, care 
has been taken in choosing t  < . Recall tha t equation (2.31) gives the equation
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Figure 4.24: Harmonic oscillator potential caustic for So =  xfyo + x^Zq with w\ =  2, 
u) 2  = 3 and ie3 =  4.
y  -» - 2  y  -> 0 y - » 2
-4
- 4 -2
- 2
-4
-4 -2
-4
-4 - 2
Figure 4.25: Slices of the harmonic oscillator potential caustic for S 0  = x^y 0  +  x%z0
with Wi =  2, u>2 — 3 and w:i = 4.
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of the pre-wavefront, which for our Sq ( x ) = x f y o  +  X qZq just turns out to be
2rif(Ut) {  [ ( X° C0S (Wlt) + (Sx0y° + 2X»Z»)) + X 0 cos(wit)
- 2  cos (wtf) +  sin^ ^  (3^o2/o +  2 x0 20)) j
+  2 i h f f e j {  (jA>cos(t^«) +  S = ^ a ^ )  +  j/g cos(ti^ 0
- 2  ( 2/0 cos (w2t) +  Vo |
f 2 s i n ? ^ ) {  ( ^ CO S (« ,3 0  +  S 2 ^ i ® o ) +  *0 COS ( w 3t ) (4.16)
- 2  cos (tu3i) +  sini™3t)x ^  2 0 j  +  x oVo +  x qZq ly0  \ z  =  0 .
The pre-wavefront is depicted in Figure 4.26 with slices through the yo-axis shown in 
Figure 4.27. Recall that in the zero potential case, Section 4.1.1, we could not calcu­
late the wavefront directly. We have the same problem here, so we must numerically 
apply the classical mechanical flow
to the pre-wavefront. Then the wavefront is depicted in Figure 4.28 with slices through 
the y-axis shown in Figure 4.29.
Once again, we can calculate the meeting curves of the pre-caustic 4.22 and pre­
wavefront 4.26 by eliminating the z$ variable from equation (4.16) using (4.13). This 
gives an implicit equation for the meeting curves in Xo and yo which we can numerically 
map into R3 by using the equation of the pre-caustic (4.13). The meeting curves 
are shown in Figure 4.30 and we have taken slices through these meeting curves, 
in Figure 4.31, to better illustrate their meeting points. Furthermore, to show the 
meeting curves of the caustic and wavefront we have numerically applied the classical 
mechanical flow, equation (4.17), to obtain Figure 4.32. We also compare the meeting 
points of the slices of the caustic and wavefront in Figure 4.33.
(4.17)
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-4 .
z0
- 2
- 4
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4
Figure 4.26: Harmonic oscillator pre-wavefront for So = xlyo -1- x ^Zq with W\ = 
w2 = 3 and =  4.
Yo -» - 2  y 0 -» o y 0 -> 2
- 2
-1
- 2
Figure 4.27: Slices of the harmonic oscillator pre-wavefront for So =  xfyo + Xqz0
W\ = 2, w 2 = 3 and u>3 — 4.
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Figure 4.28: Harmonic oscillator potential wavefront for So =  XqUo+ x ^Zo with w\ =  2, 
w2 = 3 and = 4.
y  ^  - 2 y  -> 0 Y -> 22 2
1 1
0 0
-2 -2
Figure 4.29: Slices of the harmonic oscillator potential wavefront for So = xfyo + xlzo
with W\ =  2, u>2 = 3 and — 4.
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- 2
- 4
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Figure 4.30: Meeting curves of the harmonic oscillator potential pre-caustic and pre­
wavefront for S q = XqDq +  XqZq with W\ =  2, rc2 =  3 and ie3 =  4.
Yo - 2
-4  -2  0 2 4
Yo -* 0
-4  -2  0 2 4
Yo 2
- 2
-4
-4 2 0 2 4
Figure 4.31: Slices of the harmonic oscillator potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront
for Sq =  XqUq +  XqZq with W\ — 2, ie2 =  3 and w 3 =  4.
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Figure 4.32: Meeting curves of the harmonic oscillator potential caustic and wavefront 
for So =  xlyo +  XqZ0 with W\ = 2, ie2 =  3 and u>3 =  4.
y  -» - 2
3 - 2 - 1 0  1 2 3
Figure 4.33: Slices of the
So = xlyo  +  xlzo with w x =
y  -> 0
-1
3 - 2 - 1 0  1 2 3 4
harmonic oscillator potential 
2, w2 =  3 and ic3 =  4.
y  -> 2
3 - 2 - 1 0  1 2 3 4
and wavefront for
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4.2 N oisy  Case
In similar fashion to Chapter 3, we now study the effects of a linear noise term 
—jpu o dWt upon the Butterfly and Fish type singularities in the previous section. 
We provide an analysis and exact formulae for the singularities of the stochastic heat 
and Burgers’ equations. We shall see that the addition of a noisy term doesn’t effect 
the overall geometry of the Butterfly, and as expected, there is still no effect upon 
the pre-caustic curves.
4.2.1 Zero Potential
Looking at the case of So (xq) =  x fyo  +  XqZq, and this time adding the terms that 
arise from the addition of a linear noise term —jfru o dWt , as discussed in Section 
2.3.1, gives us the phase function,
H x , t ) =  + xWt
v “° ’ 2t 2t 21
( x  -  X0) f  J  C W 3  2  -----  /  Wa ds + —— + x \y 0 +  x 0ZQ.
* Jo t
The pre-caustic in this case is exactly the same as that calculated in the case without 
noise, namely equation (4.1)
9 1
Z o  =  - t x o  + 2txl -  3x0y0 -  — .
Naturally, its appearance is exactly as in Figure 4.1. By means of the previously 
discussed Laplace method, we can eliminate the yo and zq terms from the phase 
function, to obtain,
0 (a, x0, t )  = ~ x %  -  +  yxl  +  ^  +  z )  x\  +  i  ^ jT Ws ds -  x 0
( x 2 x  C W+  ( — +  xW t -  -  J  Ws ds +.2t  t  Jo t
Looking at the solution to the heat equation, we have
„  (x, () ~   —T f  To (xo) e*“%+B4+c4+D4+Ex0+F dxoi
( 2  V * ) 5
where we have a convergence factor To (x q ) and the obvious coefficients
C = ~ A?’
D ~ ? ( ' + s ) -  * — & ( £ * ■ < —
F = ~  ( ^  + x W , - j  J ‘ w s d s + <’ ®
y? \ 2 t  t J0 t
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Of course, this is just the generic form of the cusp catastrophe, with a random dis­
placement in the x  direction. Eliminating the Xq term gives us the equation of the 
caustic as
84375 J q w s ds^j +  202500ty ( x  -  Ws ds'j 
+18{225y2 [22t2 -  45 (1 +  2tz)\ +  192t4
+1200*2 (1 +  2tz) +  2000 (1 +  2tz )2 } Ws ds'j
- 3 6 |{ 2 1 8 7 ty  +  3t2y2 [32t2 +  945 (1 +  2tz)]
+16 (1  +  2 tz) [6 t4 +  35t2 (1  +  2 tz) +  75 (1  +  2 tz )2] ^ ^ x  — J  Ws ds^j
_ (l +  2 te) | 6 5 6 U2^4  +  288t2y2 [t2 +  27 (1  +  2 tz)]
+256(1 +  2tz) [t2 +  3 ( l  +  2tz)]2} =  0,
and depicted in Figure 4.34. This is just the classical case of the butterfly displaced
in the rr-axis by the same random displacement as what we obtained in the previous
section for the noisy cusp and tricorn. The random displacement is more evident 
when we look at the slices of this through the y-axis at y — —2 , 0 , 2 , as shown in 
Figure 4.35.
Next recall that equation (2.37) gives us the form of the pre-wavefront for a general 
So feo) such that for Sq = xfyo +  XqZo we have the pre-wavefront given by
|  [ f a l y o  +  2x 0z0) 2 +  x l  +  x% +  x%yQ + x 20z0 -  ^ . ( ^ J  Wa
+  + 1 (3a;g2/o +  2xoZq) +  J  Wa ds'j Wt +  ^ ^  =  0.(4.18)
This pre-wavefront is shown in Figure 4.36 and we look at slices of the pre-wavefront 
through yo = —2, 0, 2 in Figure 4.37. In this case, as in tha t covered earlier for the 
classical case, we cannot determine an exact equation for the wavefront. We have to 
apply the following classical mechanical flow =  0  upon the pre-wavefront,
3£o2/o +  2x0zo
xl  . (4.19)
x\
Doing so yields the wavefront as in Figure 4.38, with slices through y =  —2, 0, 2 
shown in Figure 4.39. Notice the similarities of this with the Noisy Cusp and Tricorn 
case, especially the slices through yQ = 0  and y = 0 .
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Figure 4.34: Zero potential caustic for So =  £q2A) +  ^o2o with noise.
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Figure 4.35: Slices of the zero potential caustic for Sq =  xfyo +  x^zq with noise.
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Figure 4.36: Zero potential pre-wavefront for So =  xfyo +  x^Zq with noise.
-2 0 
*o
2 4
Figure 4.37: Slices of the zero potential pre-wavefront for So =  XqI/q + XqZq with noise
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Figure 4.38: Zero potential wavefront for S0 =  x 3y0 +  x 20z0 with noise.
Figure 4.39: Slices of the zero potential wavefront for S 0  = x%y0  +  x%z0  with noise.
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In Figure 4.40 we illustrate the pair of meeting curves of the pre-caustic and pre­
wavefront and, for an alternate view, we have shown the previous series of slices 
in Figure 4.41. Furthermore, we have shown the meeting curves of the caustic and 
wavefront, Figure 4.42. However, we discover a problem with using the usual m ethod 
of applying the classical mechanical flow, equation (4.19), to the pre-curves, thus 
numerically calculating the meeting curves of the caustic and wavefront. Observe 
th a t in Figure 4.42 we only obtain a pair of curves, but Figure 4.43 clearly shows 
th a t the caustic and wavefront meet in four positions. It has been shown th a t the 
numerically calculated meeting curves meet in a cusp formation due to the pair of 
meeting curves of the pre-curves, see [16], but the additional curves are coincidental.
yo
2
z0
Figure 4.40: Meeting curves of the zero potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront, for
S 0  = xlyo +  xIzq with noise.
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yo -* _ 2 yo -» 0 yo -> 2
-2
-4-4 -4
-6
33
Figure 4.41: Slices of the zero potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront for Sq =  Xoy0 + 
x ^Zq with noise.
y -z
10
10
- 5
Figure 4.42: Meeting curves of the zero potential caustic and wavefront for So =
xlyo -1- x l z 0 with noise.
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Figure 4.43: Slices of the zero potential caustic and wavefront for S q = XqI/q +  x^zo 
w ith noise.
4 .2 .2  Linear P oten tia l
The m athematics for this case has already been set out in Chapter 2, and the compu­
tational techniques illustrated in the previous sections of this, and the last, Chapter. 
W ith this in mind, we simply present the m athem atical formulae and illustrate the 
associated surfaces.
To begin with, we have a classical mechanical flow, given by equation (2.51), and 
calculated for our specific Sq (xq) =  xfyo + x ^zq as
(k { t ) \  /  3xly0 +  2xo2:o0  I  + t  I  Xq0 )  \  Xq
where our random functions k (t ), I (t ) and F  (t ) given in equations (2.47), (2.48) and 
(2.47). W ith the pre-caustic, we simply obtain the exact pre-caustic as in the classical 
case with a zero potential, namely
z0 = ^txQ +  2tx20 -  3x0yo -  
which is illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
(4.20)
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The equation of the caustic, taking out a factor of , is
*&™X4 +  67§00 Q y  _  5 k  ^  x 3 ( 4  2 1 )
+18 j ^  (22t2 -  90tz  -  45) y2 -  33750k (t ) y
+ $  1 2 t4 +  150t3z +  25t2 (3 +  20z2) +  500tz  +  125 +  28125A:2 (t) j z 2
- f  ^ 2187y5 +  3 (32£2 +  1890*2 +  945) y3 +  225k (t ) (2212 -  90tz  -  45) y2
+  (12 £ 52  +  2t4 (3 +  70*2) +  20t3z (7 +  30*2) +  512 (7 +  I 8 O2 2) +  450*2 +  75)
—16875t2k ( t ) 2 y
+16k (*) 12*4 +  150*32 +  2512 (3 +  20z2) +  500tz  +  125] +  9375t2k ( t f  j z
+78732A; (*) y5 -  ^  (2tz  +  l ) 2 yA +  108 (32*2 +  1890*2 +  945) k (*) y3 
[l6 (2tz  +  l ) 2 (t2 +  54tz  +  27) -  225*2 (2212 -  90tz  -  45) k ( t f  ] y2
+ ff  k (*) 1 16 12t5z  +  2*4 (3 +  70z2) +  20t3z  (7 +  3022) +  512 (7 +  I 8 O2 2) +  450*2 +  75 
-5625 t4k {t)2 | j /  -  ^  (1 +  2t z f  (t2 +  6* 2  +  3) 2
+288 12*4 +  150*32 +  2512 (3 +  2 0 z2) +  500*2 +  125] k  ( t f  +  84375*2fc (*)4 =  0,
and is illustrated in Figures 4.44 and 4.45.
The pre-wavefront is depicted in Figures 4.46 and 4.47 and, by using equation (2.52), 
we obtain the formula for the pre-wavefront as the following
\ x l  +  \  (x +  9Vo) xo +  Vo (1 +  6tzo) xl  +  {3* [F (*) +  k (*)] y0 +  z0 +  2tzjj} x 20
+  [F  (*) +  k (*)] (1 +  2tzo) Xq +  — k (*) +  I (*) +  t F  (*) k (*) =  0. (4.22)
The wavefront in this case is depicted as in Figures 4.48 and 4.49. We have used 
the classical mechanical flow (4.20) to calculate the wavefront numerically, using pre­
described techniques.
Lastly, Figures 4.50 and 4.51 illustrate the meeting curves of the pre-caustic and pre- 
wavefront, while Figures 4.52 and 4.53 show the same for the caustic and wavefront.
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Figure 4.44: Linear potential caustic for Sq =  x^yo +  with k = 5 and noise.
y  -> - 2  y  0 y  -> 2
- 2
-4
-4 -4 -4  -2
- 2
-4 -4
Figure 4.45: Slices of the linear potential caustic for So =  xfyo + XqZo with k = 5 and
noise.
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2 . 5
Zo
- 2 . 5 L
Figure 4.46: Linear potential pre-wavefront for S0 — xfyo +  x ^zq with k = 5 and
noise.
Yo - 2 Yo -> 0 Yo -* 2
-4  - 2  0 2 4 -4 - 2  0 2 4
Figure 4.47: Slices of the linear potential pre-wavefront for So =  XqVo +  x^zo with
k — 5 and noise.
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Figure 4.48: Linear potential wavefront for Sq — xlyo +  x ^Zq with k =  5 and noise.
y  -» - 2 y  -> 0
0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2  0 2 4
y - »2
0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2  0 2 4 0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2  0 2 4
Figure 4.49: Slices of the linear potential wavefront for S'o =  XqUq +  ^o2o with k = 5
and noise.
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Figure 4.50: Meeting curves of the linear potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront for 
Sq = xlyo +  x I zq with k =  5 and noise.
Yo - 2  yo 0 yo -* 2
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Figure 4.51: Slices of the linear potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront for So =
xlyo +  xlzo with k =  5 and noise.
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Figure 4.52: Meeting curves of the linear potential caustic and wavefront for So =  
XqI/o +  x^Zq with k  =  5 and noise.
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Figure 4.53: Slices of the linear potential caustic and wavefront for So =  x^yo + x^Zq
with k = 5 and noise.
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4.2.3 Harmonic Oscillator Potential
In this last section we merely present the illustrations for the caustics and wavefronts 
for a Harmonic Oscillator Potential with a noise term, as in Section 2.3.3, and the 
initial condition So (zq) =  xfyo +  XqZo. Recall that in this case we have a phase 
function given by
</>(£,2o,*) =  y
W3
2
( x 2 +  x l )  C0 s ( w i t )  — 2 x X q
s i n ( w i t )
( z 2 +  Zq) c o s ( w s t )  — 2 z z 0
W2
2
(y2 +  Vo) c o s ( w 2t )  -  2yy0
s i n ( w 2t )
sin(w31 )
+  xW t +  rj (t ) (4.23)
w i
s i n ( w i t )  
and a classical mechanical flow
I Wr [x  c o s ( w i r ) — x q  c , o s ( w \ r  — w \ t ) ]  d r  +  x \ y o  +  X qZo ,
Jo
Xo C O S ^ W it )
y 0 cos( w 2t )
Z0 COS ( 1^ 31) 
+
^ ( 3 ^ 0  +  2 ^ )  \
+
V
sin (w2t) 3
IL>2 0
sin (w3t) 2
103 ®
f* Wr c o s ( w i r  — w \ t ) d r  
0 
0
(4.24)
The pre-caustic is exactly the same as in the classical mechanical case, see Figures
4.22 and 4.23. The rest of the Figures follow.
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Figure 4.54: Harmonic oscillator potential caustic for S0 = xfyo +  XqZ0 with w\ =  2, 
W2 = 3, u >3 =  4 and noise.
y  - 2  y  -> 0 y  ^  2
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- 4  - 2
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Figure 4.55: Slices of the harmonic oscillator potential caustic for S 0  =  xlyo  +  x^Zq
with w i =  2, W2 = 3, W3  = 4 and noise.
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Figure 4.56: Harmonic oscillator pre-wavefront for So = xlyo +  x^zo with w\ = 
W2 =  3, ic3 =  4 and noise.
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Figure 4.57: Slices of the harmonic oscillator pre-wavefront for So =  xlyo + XqZo
= 2, w 2 = 3, =  4 and noise.
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Figure 4.58: Harmonic oscillator potential wavefront for So = xlyo+xlzo  with w\ — 2, 
w <2 = 3, =  4 and noise.
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Figure 4.59: Slices of the harmonic oscillator potential wavefront for So — x oyo + x ozo
with w\ =  2, W2 = 3, Ws = 4 and noise.
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Figure 4.60: Meeting curves of the harmonic oscillator potential pre-caustic and pre­
wavefront for S q = xfyo +  Xqzo with W\ =  2, w<i — 3, = 4 and noise.
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Figure 4.61: Slices of the harmonic oscillator potential pre-caustic and pre-wavefront
for S 0  =  x^yo +  xIzq with W\ — 2, =  3, =  4 and noise.
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Figure 4.62: Meeting curves of the harmonic oscillator potential caustic and wavefront 
for S q — xlyo +  XqZq with w\ =  2, ie2 =  3, =  4 and noise.
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Figure 4.63: Slices of the harmonic oscillator potential caustic and wavefront for
S0 =  x ly 0 +  xlzo with w\ = 2, w2 = 3, w3 — 4 and noise.
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A ppendix A  
On M echanics
A .l  H opf-C ole Transform ation in Rn
Consider the n dimensional heat equation with a potential term V  (x), namely equa­
tion (1.1),
du fi2  V  (x) . .
—  —  A u  +  ( . )
for u = u (x ,t)  and x  = (x i ,x 2, . . .  ,x n) with X {  =  X i ( t ) .  We may use the Hopf-Cole 
transformation v = — fi2 V In u to transform the heat equation into a Burgers equation 
with viscosity fj,2, i.e.
dv LL2-j= + {v.V)v = ^ A v - V V { x ) .  (A.2)
First let us look at the Hopf-Cole transformation in more detail, we have
V = - V v i n u  =  Vu. (A.3)
u
Then the first time derivative of v is just
dv fi2 d u _  ji2  d . /A nVu . (A.4)
dt u 2 d t u dt
It is all important tha t before proceeding we consider the product (v .V )v  for the v
given by the Hopf-Cole transformation, hence this gives
2 /  2 
(v .V )v  =  (Vu.V) ( - ^ - V u
138
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Giving
. t f  ^  du d \  f v u \
l£_
u
f£_
u
^  du f  1 d u \  1
+  7,
i = l
e z * « K i ^
E,"=l « 2
(Vu)2 1
r - V u + -
U2 U
\  C . 1 « »  / .
y E r = i« ;< i  ^
eil i«:<2
E r= i “ i< »  y
Now recall from equation (A.3) that we have
2>2 = V.-V. =  ~x(Vii)2, u 2
such that we obtain
/  t - a  2Z2 M4(v. V)u =  - r y  +  -=■[I2 u1
( E”=i « i   ^
Etel “<<2
e ?=i « n y
(A.5)
(A.6)
This is important for when we calculate A v  we shall obtain terms of this form. Next 
we need to compute the Laplacian of v,
A v = a ( - ^ - V u ] ,
where we need the following identity for a scalar a  and vector r,
A (or) =  (Aa) r +  a A r  +  2V aV r.
Then this gives
Ae = v { a ( 1 ) v » + 1.
which we shall split this into three parts to make it easier to work with.
- A  (Vu) +  2V (Vu) .V I - (A.7)
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First we need to consider — /i2A (^) Vit, then we have
- / i 2 A Vit =  — S S (= )J -
V u 2  ®Xi )
E
. *=i
2  /  du
U3
Vu
i /
2 1 d2u
u2 5a;,2
2 2 
=  - 2 ^ ( V u ) 2Vu +  ^ A u V u .
1T IT
Now, from the heat equation (A .l), we see that
2 du  2 Tr
/i Ait =  2—  - F  (x) it,
and from equation (A.5), we also have
Vit
IT
(Vu) =  - r u 2,
M
so then this gives
2 /v
- / i  A -  Vu =  —Vu + - t
U J (I2  \ u  ' ~)  ' It2
dit V (x) 
dt
u
2 2 2
=  — u  21 +  —//4 i r
dit F  (x) 
5f fj?
u
li*
Vit.
Vit
2 _
Next we calculate — ^ -A (Vit) so we have
2 2 2 
- — A (Vu) =  - — V [V. (Vu)] +  — V A [V A (V u)],It It It
but since we are assuming that it (x, £) is continuous on Mn we must have
d2u _  d2u 
dxidxj dxjdxi
Hence we see that V A (Vit) =  0, and thus we have
2 2
A (V u) =  - — V(Au),It It
(A.8)
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but by the heat equation (A.l), we have
—— A (V tt) =  - - V
u u
du V (x )
dt (A.9)
Later, we shall see that it is essential that u (x, t ) is always continuous on Rn x [0, oo), 
such that we have
d
dt  ^ '
Thirdly, we need to calculate — 2/i2V (Vu) V (^), then we have
—2/i V (Vw) V ( - =  2 / i 2
(  Vu[ \  
Vu'o 1 ^  
-y  V u  ul
i.e. -  2/i V (Vu) V  ( -
/*2
2^2
/ i 2
2 —
u2
\  v <  /
( Ti'/ l  2^,1
wl,2 W2,2
< 1   ^
/ /
n,2
«",» “ 2,n • ■
E r = i < " '
n,n /  \  /
2wi
E t i ft t i= 1 /
(A.10)
Now that we have all of the available information, we can piece together Au from 
equations (A.8), (A.9) and (A. 10), giving
2  2 2  Ai> =  — VV + —Z
4  u2
du V  (x)
dt
u
_  2 — ( du V  (x) \ nfjL‘
V u  V  ---------¥ - u  ) + 2 ^ r
f  E r = i < x  ^
£ I U < 2 <
\  E ”=l /
Observe tha t the terms combine to give
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where the terms in the first square bracket are just (v V) v
2 2
N v = —  (v.V) v +  — 
/j,2  n 2
fj?du fi2  ( du  . „ x, /  \
Observe that we can use the first time derivative of v, equation (A.4), to give
A , =  ^ f e . V ) ,  +  A ( |  +  V K ( x ) ) ;
such tha t we have the viscous Burgers’ equation in n dimensions, namely
^= + (v .V )v  = ^ A v - \ ' V ( x ) ,
as required.
A ppendix B 
On Stochastics
B .l  Ito and Stratonovich Integrals
We assume that the reader already has a sufficient knowledge of stochastic processes 
so we can show here the relationships between the Ito and Stratonovich integrals. For 
a reference on stochastic processes one could try  [17, 18]. Recall that if /  (x ,t)  G C 2  
and Wt is a Wiener process, then Ft — f  (Wt ,t)  is an Ito process and we have the 
well known Ito’s formula as
dFt = j fox W , t ) 2 dx2
dt. (B.l)
Now, [19] tells us tha t the Ito and Stratonovich calculi are connected by the relation­
ship
/  (Wt, t) o dWt =  f  (Wt,t) dWt +  1 df (Wt, t) dWt. (B.2)
The Stratonovich integral has several interesting properties, which we shall now il­
lustrate by means of examples.
B.1.1 Examples 
Example 1
If we take /  (a:, t) =  t  then we see that we have the Stratonovich integal
[ s o  dWs = j  s dWs 4- \  f  ds dWs, 
Jo Jo 2 J  o
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but ds dWs =  0 by the McKean rule, so we have the following integral that can be 
evaluated by integration by parts to give
f  s odW s = [  s d W t
Jo Jo
- I
t
= tW t -  I Ws ds.
This is an example of the property that the Stratonovich and Ito integrals are the 
same when considering smooth functions of t only, i.e. when we look at /  (x, t) = f  (t ) 
we have
[* f  (a) odW s = f  f ( s ) d W s 
Jo Jo
= f  Ws d f ( s ) .
Jo
Example 2
If we now set f  (x ,t) = x  then we see that
Ws odW s = (  Wa dWs T ~ I dWs dWsJ  , ,  J  s  + \ J
=  f  w t dW, + l f  ds, 
Jo ^ Jo
but from Ito’s formula we have
=
2  '
This shows an important property of the Stratonovich integral, tha t is, if we take a 
f  (x ,t) = g' (x ) then we have
f g ' ( W s) O dWs =  [ s ' i W J J W '  + l l  d9'(W°) d W « 
=  r  g' (Ws) dWs + 1  /  g" (W.) ds,
but from Ito’s formula we have
dg (Ws) = g' (W.) dWs + i j "  (W .)  dt.
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such that
/  g' (W .) o dW, =  g (Wt) -  g (0) +  i  j ‘ g" d s - ^ [  g" ds.
The important concept to remember here is that Stratonovich integrals obey normal 
calculus, i.e. there is no correction term,
pb
/  g '(W s) odW s = g (W s) \ ba.
J  a
B .2 Evaluating the £ (t ) Integral in the Zero Po­
tentia l Case
Recall that in the zero potential noisy case, Section 2.3.1, we encountered a term of 
the form
C( t)=  f  f  s ( r - t ) o d W s odW r.
Jo Jo
We shall evaluate this using the formula for a Stratonovich integral. We first have to 
integrate
f  so d W s = f  s d W a +  l  f  d sd W s,
Jo Jo 2  J o
which, by the McKean multiplication rule, is just the stochastic integral which we 
can evaluate by Ito’s formula. We have
p r  p r
/  s o d W 3 = rW r -  f  Ws ds.
Jo Jo
Then putting this back into our function £ (t) yields
< w  =  i .  (r — t) ^rW r — J  Ws ds^j o dWr.
This is simpler to evaluate as four integrals, i.e.
rt rt pt pr pt pr
c(t) =  /  r 2 Wr odWr - t  /  rW r odWr — I r /  Ws dsodW r + t  /  /  Ws dsodW r. 
Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo
(B.3)
Looking at the first integral we have, by the Stratonovich formula,
[  r 2 Wr o d.WT = f  r 2 Wr d.Wr +  \  [  d  (r2 Wr) d.Wr.
Jo Jo 2 J  o
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Also, by the Ito formula we have d (r 2 Wr) = r 2 dWr +  2rW Tdr, and by the McKean 
multiplication rule this gives us
f  r 2 Wr odW r = [  r 2 Wr dWr +  \  f  r 2 dr
Jo Jo 2 J o
t 2  I %
= g Wt ~  I  rW? dr
Now, move onto the second integral, the Stratonovich formula gives us
[  rWr o dWr =  [  rWTdWT +  \  f  d(rW r) dWr.
Jo Jo 2 J o
Then by the Ito formula we have d {rWr) = rdW r 4- Wrdr and the McKean multiplic­
ation rule gives us
f  rW r odWr = f  rW r dWr + \  [  r dr
Jo Jo 2 Jo
=  i  w? - \ i w* ir
The third and fourth terms are a bit more cumbersome, but evaluate to
pt pr pt pr
/  /  rW s d so d W r = /  rW s ds dW r ,
Jo Jo Jo Jo
and ^
[  f  Ws d so d W r = f  f  Ws d sd W r.
Jo Jo Jo Jo
Then putting these back into equation (B.3) gives us
C (t) =  1 [  W?dr -  -  f  rW?dr +  f  [  W.dsdWr - -  f  r f  WsdsdWr.
2 Jo t  Jo Jo Jo t  Jo Jo
B .3 A pproxim ating R andom ness
We detail here the approach tha t we used to approximate the random variables tha t 
we encountered in Chapter 2. To approximate the random variables we simply chose 
a time t  —> 1 and allocated a real value to the random variable, as shown in the 
following table.
We began by choosing Wo = 0, Wi = — \/2, and f*  Ws ds — tt. We then used a 
simple trapezium approximation for Wos and this was used to estimate values for the 
remaining integrals.
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Table B .l: Approximations of Random Variables
R an d o m  V ariab le C hosen  V alue
wt - V 2
W .d s 7r
fo  Y  ^ 10
j ‘ rW r dr 1
J* W ? d r 34
f ‘ Wr cos(2r) dr 2.7523
Wr cos(2r — 21 ) dr 0.5589
S lU W ’ d sd r 3
J S * f i W . d s d r 16
fo  ^  /o W> d^ dr 23
a t ) 5
v (t) 4
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